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Abstract

This paper contains a general equilibrium model of an economy with incomplete markets (GEI)
with money and default. The model is a simplified version of the real world consisting of a
non-bank private sector, banks, a central bank, a government and a regulator. The model is used
to analyse actions by policy-makers and to identify policy relevant empirical work. Key
analytical results are: a financially fragile system need not collapse; efficiency can be improved
with policy intervention; and a system with heterogeneous banks is more stable than one with
homogeneous ones. Existence of monetary equilibria allows for positive default levels in
equilibrium. It also characterises contagion and financial fragility as an equilibrium
phenomenon.
A definition of financial fragility is proposed. Financial fragility occurs when aggregate
profitability of the banking sector declines and defaults in the non-bank and banking private
sectors increase. Thus, equilibria with financial fragility require financial vulnerability in the
banking sector and liquidity shortages in the non-bank private sector.
The model will be used as a basis to carry out empirical work on the costs of financial instability,
to quantify the effectiveness of particular regulatory tools such as capital requirements, and to
identify trade-offs between increasing stability through action by authorities and the efficiency of
the financial system.

Key words: Financial fragility, contagion, competitive banking, capital requirements, incomplete markets,
default.
JEL classification: D52, E4, E5, G1, G2.
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Summary
An analytical framework that can be used to examine financially fragile regimes and to show how
financial crises develop is presented. An attempt is made to produce a rigorous yet tractable
model of contagion and financial fragility. It integrates a range of well-known and widely
discussed phenomena, such as bank runs, endogenous default and the liquidity trap, in a formal
monetary general equilibrium model with missing financial markets.
The standard general equilibrium with incomplete markets model with money and default is
extended by incorporating a competitive banking sector. Commercial banks are heterogeneous
and are assumed to maximise expected profits subject to bank-specific state-dependent capital
requirements. The non-bank private actors maximise utility of consumption subject to liquidity
constraints. The model extends over two periods, and uncertainty is resolved in the second.
Assets are traded in the first period and pay off in the second.
Trade in an equity market for ownership shares of commercial banks, as well as in the interbank
credit market occurs in the first period. Commodity and non-bank private sector credit markets
operate in both periods. Cash in advance is needed for all market transactions and both
households and banks are allowed to default on their financial obligations. The government
determines fiscal policy whereas the central bank sets monetary policy. Finally, a regulatory
agency legislates the bankruptcy code and fixes capital requirements and time-varying risk
weights.
Existence of monetary equilibria with commercial banks and default (MECBD) allows for
positive default levels in equilibrium. Also, financially fragile regimes are compatible with the
orderly functioning of markets. Existence is guaranteed provided that there are sufficient
gains-from-trade in the economy. When financial markets are inactive, the rates of delivery are
honoured by government via an organisation such as Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
A definition of financial fragility is proposed. An economic regime is financially fragile when
substantial default of a ‘number’ of households and banks (ie a liquidity ‘crisis’), without
necessarily becoming bankrupt, occurs and the aggregate profitability of the banking sector
decreases significantly (ie a banking ‘crisis’).
A version of the liquidity trap holds where banks engage in large asset trades, without changing
interest rates in the non-bank private sector’s credit markets, no matter how expansionary
monetary policy is. Commercial banks do not channel the increased liquidity to the consumer
credit markets but the asset market, and therefore increased activity is observed in asset
transactions. So, commodity prices remain relatively unaffected.
The Diamond-Dybvig result is a special case of MECBD in which banks are homogeneous and
financial contagion due to default is maximal. But if, on the other hand, loans are financed
entirely by capital, there should be no spill-over effects. There is a trade-off between financial
stability and efficiency, since stricter capital requirements generate higher interest rates and thus
reduce efficient trade and limit banks’ risk-taking behaviour.
It is also shown that under certain restrictions and binding capital requirements, equilibria are
constrained inefficient. Therefore, if the government or the regulator intervened in period 0
through transfers, taxation or by modifying the capital requirements of the economy, it could
achieve a Pareto improvement on the original equilibrium. Consequently, optimal regulatory
policy exists, and it depends on the particular parameters of the economy.
7

Finally, the quantity theory of money proposition, in which both prices and quantities adjust in
response to policy changes, holds. The term structure of interest rates is specified and
accommodates both the expectations and liquidity preference hypotheses. Default influences the
shape of the yield curve. Also, monetary, fiscal and regulatory policy changes are non-neutral
only when interest rates are positive and the policy variables change disproportionately.
Within this framework, which displays several crucial characteristics of the financial system in its
current form, it has been possible to show how financial fragility manifests itself in the
continuum, and may not precipitate a financial crisis if the appropriate measures are adopted.
Active regulatory policy may be used to improve welfare and alter the distributional effects of
financial fragility.
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1.

Introduction

This paper seeks to develop an analytical framework that can be used to examine financially
fragile regimes and to show how financial crises develop. An attempt is made to produce a
rigorous yet tractable model of contagion and financial fragility. It integrates a range of well
known and widely discussed phenomena such as bank runs, endogenous default and the liquidity
trap in a formal general equilibrium framework.
Recent financial crises such as the Texas banking during the 1980s, in Scandinavia and the
United Kingdom in the early 1990s, in Mexico in 1995, East Asia in 1997, Russia in 1998, the
near-collapse of LTCM, and Japan throughout the 1990s have renewed interest in studying
financial instability. Its origins, propagation mechanisms, macroeconomic consequences and
ultimately its containment are some of the issues that have recently attracted attention. A clear
understanding of financially unstable regimes is a prerequisite for crisis management and
prevention as well as prudential regulation. International organisations have proposed and
legislated measures to help ensure financial stability in the global markets and to reduce its
systemic externality. For example, the BIS proposed a New Accord (Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (2001)) for capital requirements in February 2001.
A difficulty in analysing financial instability lies in the fact that most of the crises manifest
themselves in a seemingly unique manner. A plethora of models, primarily game-theoretic in
nature, have been introduced to address financial instability. After the seminal papers of
Bryant (1982) and Diamond and Dybvig (1983), several authors (eg Allen and Gale (1998,
2000))(1) have attempted to rationalise bank-runs and panics based on some type of co-ordination
failure. Most of them depend on asymmetric information and some type of moral hazard. More
recently, Morris and Shin (2000) suggested an argument stemming from co-ordination failure and
switching strategies that offers an explanation for some of the recent currency crises.
Some additional minimum structural characteristics should be present in any model attempting to
capture fundamental aspects of financial instability. First, it should be multiperiod, with
aggregate uncertainty and agent heterogeneity. Different actions and policy recommendations are
necessary for crisis resolution depending on the structure of economic uncertainty and the impact
on various economic sectors. Second, money and liquidity constraints should be explicit, since
financial crises evolve from the nominal sector and subsequently spread to the real economy.
Third, since the performance of banks is critical for the study of financial fragility and contagion
a banking sector well integrated in the model is indispensable to any modelling attempt. Finally,
the regulatory framework should be clearly defined for policy and sensitivity analysis of various
regulatory regimes.
This paper follows a slightly novel approach in modelling contagion and financial fragility.
Almost always a common feature of most crises is increased default and lower profitability in the
banking sector. Empirical studies (Crockett (1997), Gonzalez-Hermosillo (1999) and
International Monetary Fund (1998)) show that the amount of non-performing loans increases
markedly before and during a crisis, and bank profitability falls. A definition of financial
fragility that depends on an increase of default by the non-bank private and banking sectors and
reduced bank profitability is suggested. It allows for analysis of financial stability issues as a
continuum of possible contingencies, whereas standard definitions usually consider only polar

(1)

For an excellent survey of these models see the textbook by Freixas and Rochet (1998), where most of them are
presented. Also, see Allen and Gale (1998, 2000) where the recent contributions of Allen and Gale are presented.
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situations, tantamount to financial crises. Analysing financial instability in a continuum implies
that crisis prevention policies may be applied before an actual crisis materialises. Such policies
cannot be easily analysed in a Diamond-Dybvig framework.
The main characteristic of the model is its incomplete asset markets structure. In the real world,
there are insufficient financial instruments to insure against all future contingencies. The
‘empirical’ proof of market incompleteness is the extent of financial innovation. If markets were
complete there would be no further need for financial innovation and security design since all
risks could be insured. There are many reasons why markets are incomplete. For example,
transaction costs may be sufficiently high to preclude the opening of a market, or asymmetric
information may be such that a particular asset market may not be established. For example,
there are no financial asset markets to insure against aggregate macroeconomic risks. Incomplete
markets are also important from a policy perspective. Equilibria of incomplete asset market
models are constrained inefficient. Put differently, the authorities can play a crucial role in
improving welfare. Thus there are multiple instruments the government, central bank and/or the
regulator might use to improve upon an inefficient equilibrium, and mitigate or prevent the
detrimental consequences of financial fragility.
In this paper, the standard GEI model with money and default (as in Dubey and Geanakoplos
(1993) and Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2000)) is extended by incorporating a competitive
banking sector. Commercial banks are heterogeneous and are assumed to maximise expected
profits. They are owned by their shareholders who have bought shares (as in Shubik and
Tsomocos (1992)). This modelling approach allows for a variety of financial institutions, not just
commercial banks. The key distinction between financial intermediaries and the non-bank
private actors is while the former maximise profits the latter maximise utility of consumption.
Banks differ among themselves with respect to initial capital endowments, risk preferences and
assessments of future scenarios (ie subjective probabilities). The modelling of the banking sector
is akin to Tobin (1982): banks borrow from the non-bank private sector (NBPS) and from the
central bank via the interbank credit market and extend credit to the NBPS via the consumer
credit markets. They also hold a diversified portfolio of securities.
The remaining characteristics of the model are standard. Bank specific capital requirements are
state dependent and may depend on macroeconomic variables such as output or default. The
model extends over two periods, and uncertainty is resolved in the second. Assets are traded in
the first period and pay off in the second. An equity market for ownership shares of commercial
banks meets in the first period. The central bank interacts with commercial banks via the
interbank market in the first period and loan settlement occurs in the second. There exists one
intraperiod consumer credit market per state and one interperiod consumer credit market, in
which commercial banks extend credit to households. Thus, commercial banks can be viewed as
creators of ‘money’ (as in Tobin (1963)). Commodity markets meet in each state.
Cash-in-advance is needed for all market transactions (as in Clower (1965, 1967) and Shubik
(1973)). Both households and banks are allowed to default on their financial obligations. They
are penalised proportionally to their size of default by subtracting a linear term from their
respective objective functions. Banks lose profit and consumers lose utility.
The model has parallels in the overlapping generations literature, in the work of Lucas and his
followers, and in the growing literature of dynamic new Keynesian models.(2) All of these
literatures maintain all three aspects of the general equilibrium paradigm (ie market clearing,

(2)

For an extensive survey of this class of models, see Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999).
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agent optimisation and rational expectations). Unlike the approach here, though, they resort to
infinite horizon. The infinite horizon introduces several inconvenient features. First, multiple
equilibria are possible whereas, these can be avoided, in principle, with finite horizon and a
minimum of institutional detail such as liquidity constraints or a banking sector. A further
difficulty is that an infinite horizon makes the model almost completely intractable from a
computational point of view.(3) Indeed, in order to make his model tractable, Lucas makes the
heroic assumption of the representative agent. Trade is motivated by giving a ‘split’ personality
to the representative agent: it trades with itself at some moments, and pools all its resources at
other moments.
Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999) avoid the representative agent hypothesis in the strict
sense but they introduce risk-neutrality. That is commensurate with passive economic activity in
as much as economic agents neither diversify nor hedge. In addition, restricted agent and bank
heterogeneity (as in the case of Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999), whose model does not
have banks) restricts the usefulness of these models since income and welfare redistribution
cannot be addressed. Also, endogenous default (an indispensable feature of financial instability)
is not present in any of these literatures. Finally, most of their results are driven either by ad hoc
institutional structures.
The closest precursor to the present model is the work of Shapley and Shubik (1977), Shubik
(1973) and Shubik (1999) who introduced a central bank with exogenously specified stocks of
money and cash-in-advance constraints in a strategic market game. Shubik (1973) also
emphasised the virtues of explicitly modelling each transaction (see also Grandmont (1983),
Grandmont and Laroque (1973), Grandmont and Younes (1972, 1973), who introduced a banking
sector into general equilibrium with overlapping generations). The commercial banking sector of
this model follows closely Shubik and Tsomocos (1992), who used, however, gold-backed
money and modelled a mutual bank with fractional reserves. Finally, the modelling of money
and default in an incomplete markets framework is akin to the models developed by Dubey and
Geanakoplos (1992), and Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2000). However, Dubey and
Geanakoplos (1992, 1993) is a one-period model with money and default, Dubey and
Geanakoplos (1993) includes incomplete asset markets and money, and Dubey, Geanakoplos and
Shubik (2000) has incomplete asset markets, default and no money. None of the previous papers
combines all three ingredients, incorporates a competitive commercial banking sector, and
focuses on financial fragility. In addition, Dubey and Geanakoplos (1992) introduced the
gains-from-trade hypothesis and private monetary endowments that guarantee positive value of
money in finite horizon as well as positive interest rates.(4) Default is modelled as in Shubik
(1973) and Shubik and Wilson (1977), namely by subtracting a linear term from the objective
function of the defaulter proportional to the debt outstanding.
In the next section (Section 2), the market structure of the model and the transmission mechanism
of financial fragility are described. In Section 3, the model is formally presented and the roles of
the central bank, government, the regulator and commercial banks are analysed. Sections 4-5
formally describe the budget sets of the households, the commercial banks and the monetary
equilibrium with commercial banks and default (MECBD). Prices are determined by a process
which is equivalent to tatonnement under the competitive condition of this paper. Section 6
establishes the existence of MECBD provided that the necessary gains-from-trade are present in
(3)

At the same time all of them avoid the backward induction value of money puzzle (ie fiat money having zero value
at the last period and thus all the way to the first period fiat money is not used by anybody) by working in an infinite
horizon which has no last period from which to start the backward induction.
(4)
Alternatively, one needs positive default as in Shubik and Tsomocos (1992), and Shubik and Wilson (1977).
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the initial allocation. Put differently, the ratio of the aggregate monetary endowment of
households and initial capital of commercial banks relative to the money injected by the central
bank in the interbank market determines the interest rate. This rate should not be so high as to
deter market transactions. (The ratio of these monetary aggregates is what determines the term
structure of interest rates equation that is derived in Appendix III.) Besides supporting a positive
value of fiat money in a finite horizon, MECBD manifest two seemingly paradoxical properties.
First, agents may choose in equilibrium a positive level of default. Second, financially fragile
regimes are compatible with the orderly function of markets. The importance of the last property
is that financial vulnerability presents itself to the financial system as an externality with real
effects; consequently, there is a role for specific policy instruments to deal with it.
A formal definition of financial fragility is proposed in Section 7 and properties of MECBD
which are relevant to financial fragility are examined. In particular, a version of the Keynesian
liquidity trap holds in which commodity prices stay bounded whereas asset trades tend to infinity
whenever monetary policy is loosened. This situation corresponds to a financially fragile
equilibrium. The seminal Diamond and Dybvig (1983) result is shown to depend upon the
homogeneity of commercial banks. Theorem 2 shows that MECBD are constrained inefficient
provided that there is no default and capital requirements are binding. In Section 8, concluding
remarks and some potential extensions are noted.
Proofs are contained in Appendix II.
Appendix III contains the quantity theory of money proposition in which both prices and
quantities adjust in response to policy changes. This result differs from Lucas (1980, 1990), and
Lucas and Stokey (1987) because he postulated a ‘sell-all model’ in which every agent sells
everything he owns in every period, so the number of transactions is fixed by definition. In this
model agents transact only if they wish to do so. Moreover, in order to make his model more
tractable, he relies on the representative agent hypotheses. The term structure of interest rates is
specified. The expectations and the liquidity preference hypothesis are accommodated and
default influences the shape of the yield curve. Results for the issues of determinacy,
non-neutrality and the relationship among MECBD, GEI and GE are offered. Monetary, fiscal
and regulatory policy changes are non-neutral only when interest rates are positive and the policy
variables change disproportionally. This property of non-neutrality is ultimately connected with
real and nominal determinacy of MECBD. Consequently, policy changes that affect the nominal
sector of the economy necessarily generate real effects.(5) The model may be used more widely to
address issues of both monetary and financial stability since it contains an integral monetary
sector.
2.

The market structure and the transmission mechanism

The model consists of markets for commodities, tradable financial assets, consumer credit,
interbank credit and banks’ equity. There exist LS* commodity markets that meet at t=0 and t=1.
The financial side of the economy contains J secondary asset markets and one short-term credit
market per state. In addition, there exists one long-term credit market. Shares of commercial
banks are traded in the primary equity market. The structure of the markets is summarised in
Figure 2.

(5)

Discussion of these results, as well as their proofs, is contained in Tsomocos (2000).
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The structure of the model shown in Figure 1 is similar to the market structure of Geanakoplos
and Tsomocos (2002). There are commodity markets for each traded commodity and credit
markets in which the NBPS acquires its short and long-term financing. As in the incomplete
markets literature, assets can be traded today and deliver a promised payoff in the future. If the
respective payoff consists of both physical commodities and money the asset is called a real
asset; if it consists of only money it is called a financial asset. The most important financial asset
is the so-called riskless asset whose promised payoff is 1 across all future states. The asset
market captures the functions of the secondary market since it does not include initial public
offerings of assets. Finally, market incompleteness (‘missing financial markets’) is captured by
assuming that there are fewer assets than future states of the world. No attempt is made to derive
market incompleteness endogenously; this is beyond the scope of this paper.
The banking sector interacts with the central bank via the interbank credit market and supplies
credit to the NBPS via the credit markets. Monetary policy is conducted in the interbank market
with open market operations and is affected by interbank lending. Commercial banks hold a
diversified portfolio of securities through investments in the asset market. Thus, their assets
consist of loans and their positions in the asset market. In addition to their initial capital
endowment, commercial banks issue equity, which may be acquired by the investors. The model
is closed by distributing the profits of the banking sector (if any) back to the shareholders.
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Figure 1
Market structure of the model
GOVERNMENT, CENTRAL BANK, REGULATORG
Open market operations
Fiscal policy
Bankruptcy code ( l )
Capital adequacy ratio (k)
OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS

FISCAL POLICY
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MARKET

NBPS CREDIT
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BANKS
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Where,
p
r
ρ
θ
z
λh
λb
ELA

= Commodity prices
= Credit market interest rate
= Interbank interest rate
= Asset prices
= Equity prices
= Bankruptcy penalties imposed on investors
= Bankruptcy penalties imposed on banks
= Emergency liquidity assistance
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Financial fragility manifests itself through the presence of endogenously determined default.
Figure 2, shows how monetary, fiscal and regulatory policy affect financial fragility.

Figure 2
How policy affects financial fragility

MONETARY
POLICY

ρ

r

FISCAL
POLICY

p

ρ, r ,
z, θ

REGULATOR

r,ρ

p,θ, z

DEFAULT

WELFARE

p, q, z

1

Variables are denoted with the same symbols as in Figure 1.
Note that the direct channels only are indicated and I have omitted the channels and the effects that the equilibrating
mechanisms of the various markets generate.
3
As discussed below, default here does not necessarily imply welfare losses since the cost of default may be
outweighed by the purchasing power of excess liquidity.
2

Monetary policy determines the interbank interest rate (r) which in turn affects, via the actions of
commercial banks, the term structure of interest rates in the credit markets (r). In equilibrium,
commodity and asset prices are established and default levels are optimising choices of
commercial banks and the NBPS. Given specific bankruptcy penalties and regulatory minimum
risk-weighted asset ratios, investors and banks rationally weight the marginal benefit versus the
cost of defaulting in forming their portfolios. For example, if bankruptcy penalties were
infinitely high then default would be prevented altogether but at the expense of welfare
improving transactions and investments that might require a less risk-averse attitude. In other
words, there exists a trade-off between the severity of the bankruptcy code and investment
behaviour in the economy.
Similarly, fiscal policy operates through the commodity markets, which then affect the credit,
equity and asset markets. In addition, the government may be engaged in capital injections by
directly providing equity capital to individual commercial banks (as was the case, for example, in
the Swedish and Japanese banking crises in the early 1990s). Finally, regulatory policy, either
through the default penalty (l) or capital adequacy ratio (k), establishes respectively a lower and
an upper bound on interest rates. In particular, k sets a ceiling for the maximum bank credit
expansion given the central bank’s monetary policy. Similarly, the specification of l imposes a
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floor on prices below which the marginal cost of default exceeds the marginal benefit, and
therefore determines a lower bound on interest rates.
3.

The model

3.1

The economy

Consider the standard general equilibrium model with incomplete markets in which time extends
over two time periods. The first period consists of one state and the second period consists of S
possible states. Figure 1 describes the state space of the model. In t = 0, NPBS, commercial
banks and the authorities take their decisions expecting the realisation of any one of the S
possible future scenarios to occur. At t =1 one of the S states occurs and then again the economic
actors take the appropriate decisions. A detailed explanation of the sequence of events is
contained in Section 3.3 and Figure 4. NBPS and commercial banks transact, maximising their
respective objective functions, whereas the government, central bank and the regulator are
modelled as ‘strategic dummies’ (ie their choices are exogenously fixed and are common
knowledge to economic agents). NBPS trades in commodities, assets, consumer loans and shares
of commercial banks. Commercial banks lend to the credit markets and take deposits, and they
borrow and lend in the interbank credit market. Finally, they invest in marketed assets and
auction their shares of ownership in the equity market. The consolidated government/central
bank operates in the interbank credit market via OMOs and conducts fiscal policy intervening
in the commodity markets and through money-financed fiscal transfers. The regulator fixes
the bankruptcy code for households and commercial banks exogenously and sets the
capital-adequacy requirements for the commercial banks.
Figure 3
State space
s=1

s=0

s=S
t=0

t=1

Formally, the notation that will be used henceforth is as follows:
t Î T = {0,1} = time periods,
s Î S = {1,…,S} = set of states at t=1,
S* = {0}ÈS = set of all states,
h Î H = {1,…,H} = set of economic agents (NBPS),
b Î B = {1,…,B} = set of commercial banks,
l Î L = {1,…,L} = set of commodities,
R +L ´ R +SL = commodity space indexed by {0,…S}´{1,…L},
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e h Î R +L ´ R +SL = endowments of commodities of NBPS,(6)
e b Î R +S * = capital endowments of commercial banks.
NBPS trade in financial assets to bet or to hedge. The speculative motive is incorporated in their
utility functions by assigning different subjective probability assessments over all the future states
of the world and the hedging motive by assuming that they maximise the expected utility of
consumption rather than expected consumption per se.
u h : R +L ´ R +SL ® R = utility function of agent hÎH,
c slh º consumption of commodity l in state s by hÎH.

The standard assumptions hold:
(A1) "s Î S * and lÎL, å e slh > 0 ,
hÎ H

(ie every commodity is present in the economy.)
(A2) "s Î S * and h (b)ÎH (B), e slh >0 ( e sb >0) for some lÎL (sÎS*),
(ie no household (commercial bank) has the null endowment of commodities (capital) in any state
of the world.)
(A3) Let A be the maximum amount of any commodity sl that exists and let 1 denote the unit
vector in RSLxL. Then $ Q>0 ' u h(0,…Q,…0) > u h (A1) for Q in an arbitrary component
(ie strict monotonicity in every component – the higher consumption the better).(7) Also,
continuity and concavity are assumed.
The money supply expansion mechanism of the economy highlights the causal importance of
introducing multiple banks with an active role in the system. Regulatory intervention in the
financial system occurs primarily through the banking industry (eg capital-adequacy ratios etc).
It is evident that the liquidity of the monetary economy as well as the equilibrium outcomes are
affected by the risk profiles of commercial banks. Risk preferences determine commercial banks’
composition of assets. Finally, the heterogeneity of banks is a crucial ingredient of analysing
systemic effects of exogenous shocks occurring in a continuum of possible outcomes. The issue
of bank heterogeneity is addressed by letting banks have different initial monetary endowments
and utility functions of profits. Finally, concavity (ie risk aversion) entails active behaviour since
agents do not take as given the actions of everybody else.
u b : R +S * ® R = utility function of bank b,
π sb = monetary holdings of b at s Î S * .

(6)
(7)

In Section 3.5, monetary endowments will be allowed.
The results remain unaltered if, instead of the previous condition, we assume smoothness of uh.
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Two straightforward assumptions are imposed.
(A4) "s Î S * and b Î B, e sb > 0 ,
(ie no bank has the null endowment at any state.)
(A5) Let Am be the maximum amount of money present in the economy and let 1 denote the unit
vector in R s . Then $Q > 0 ' u b (0..., Q,...0 ) > u b ( Am 1)
*

for Q in an arbitrary component (ie strict monotonicity in every component—the higher profits
are the better).(8) Also continuity and concavity are assumed.

3.2

Government, central bank and the regulator

There is a public sector, which has the capacity to act on markets through, for example, the
central bank. The public sector comprises of the government (fiscal authority) and the central
bank; they are of course separate bodies. A regulatory agency legislates the bankruptcy code of
the economy and fixes the banking sector’s minimum regulatory capital adequacy requirements.
Both of these institutions’ actions are exogenously specified and the consequences of their
choices are analysed.
The public sector (ie including the central bank) buys commodities, implements money financed
fiscal transfers and conducts open market operations in the interbank credit market. Government
purchases of commodities are part of fiscal policy.(9)
Formally, the following vector (using the notation on page 5) gives the government and central
bank’s actions

(M

G

) (

( )

, m G , m G , b G º M G ; µ G , mhsG

hÎH È B , sÎS *

( )

; bslG

sÎS * ,lÎL

)

where,
MG = OMOs on behalf of the government/central bank,
mG = bond sales by the government/central bank,

mG = money financed fiscal transfers to households and emergency liquidity assistance
to commercial banks,
and

bG = fiscal policy.

Note that the government is not required to spend less than it borrows; the existence of
equilibrium is compatible with the central bank printing money to finance its expenditures. All
(8)

The results remain unaltered if, instead of the previous condition, we assume smoothness of ub.
One can extend the choice set of government to include taxation. See Geanakoplos and Tsomocos (2002) for
details.

(9)
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the results hold for both cases, (ie with or without money financing) except where otherwise
stated.(10)
Similarly, the following vector gives the regulator’s actions

(k , l , w ) º ((k sb )bÎB , sÎS ; (lhs )hÎH È B , sÎS ; (w ijb )bÎB ,iÎS , jÎW ) where,
k’s are the time varying capital-adequacy ratios prevailing in the commercial banking sector, l’s
are the bankruptcy penalties imposed upon the parties breaking their contractual obligations and
w’s are the time-varying risk weights of bank assets that apply for the calculation of the capital
requirements (time varying risk weights are consistent with the new Basel Accord). The analysis
of default and bankruptcy is conducted in Section 3.6 and of the capital requirements in
Section 3.7.

3.3

The time structure of markets

In each time period the following market transactions occur:
At t=0, the commodity, asset, equity, credit (long and short) and interbank markets meet. At the
end of the first period consumption and settlement (ie principal, interest rate and bankruptcy
penalties payment) of the one-period loans take place.
At t=1, the commodity and short-term credit markets meet, and long-term loans and assets are
delivered. At the end of the second period consumption and settlement of the interbank,
long-term and second period short-term loans defaults take place. Capital requirements need to
be met at the end of each period for each state.
It is assumed that commodities are perishable, lasting only one period, and that each market
meets once in each period. Aside from putting an upper bound on the velocity of money, the
drawback of this simplification is that the order in which the markets meet needs to be carefully
chosen.(11) The reason for this is to maintain the cash-in-advance requirement (ie to ensure that
agents have the money before they spend it).
Figure 4, makes the time line of the model explicit. It includes the various moments at which the
different loans are due. The ordering of the markets is unimportant if the time horizon T is large
(and if goods are durable). The specific order shown (with credit markets first) is shown so as to
maximise the amount of possible trading activity per period since the focus is on events
stemming from the financial sector of the economy.
Note that fiscal policy and bankruptcy settlements occur in both periods and money financed
fiscal transfers occur at every s Î S * before any activity has taken place. Lender of last resort
support (LOLR) to individual banks is understood as money financed fiscal transfers to
(10)

However, at the end of t=1 the government observes its budget constraints. As discussed in Tsomocos (2000),
money non-neutrality depends on the positive interest rate and not exclusively on government financing.
(11)
These problems are avoided with durable goods. In that case the periods could be regarded as arbitrarily close
together and the order of market transactions inside a period would become irrelevant. If market a preceded market
b inside each period, an agent could always trade on market b in period t and then wait a ‘nanosecond’ to trade in
market a in period t+1 if that is the order he preferred.
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Figure 4
Time structure of the model

(1) OMOs (CB)
(2) Borrow/deposit in the interbank market
(B)
(3) Borrow/deposit in the credit markets (B
and NBPS)
(4) Commercial banks’ equity market
(NBPS)

t=0

(1) Trade in secondary asset and commodity
markets (B and NBPS)
(2) Fiscal policy (G)

(1) Return short-run loans (NBPS)
(2) Consumption (NBPS)
(3) Bankruptcy settlement (B and NBPS)
Nature decides which of the S states will
occur
(1) Borrow and deposit in the credit market
(B and NBPS)
(2) Equities deliveries (B and NBPS)
(3) Trade in commodities (NBPS)
(4) Settlement of long-term markets (B and
NBPS)
(5) Fiscal policy (G)

t=1
(1) Settlement of short-term loans (B and
NBPS)
(2) Settlement of interbank market (B)
(3) Settlement of equities markets
(4) Liquidation of commercial banks

(1) Consumption (NBPS)
(2) Bankruptcy settlement (B and NBPS)
G
CB
B
NBPS

= Government/central bank
= Central bank
= Commercial banks
= Non-bank private sector

Without loss of generality, I present a two-period version of the model. The same sequence of transactions apply for
any finite horizon (ie T = (0,1…T)).
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commercial banks. Also, liquidity injections in the interbank market can be thought of as
aggregate LOLR support to the market in response to an exogenous adverse shock. An example
is Federal Reserve intervention in the aftermath of the 1998 Asian crisis. This type of
intervention is tantamount to Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) to the market as a whole.
3.4

Secondary asset markets

The set of assets is J={1,…J}. Assets are promises sold by the seller in exchange for a price paid
by the buyer today. They are traded at t=0 and the contractual obligations are delivered at t=1 at
a particular state sÎS. An asset jÎJ is denoted by a vector A j Î R +S ( L +1) indicating the collection
of goods deliverable plus the money paid at any future state sÎS. Therefore, the asset market is
summarised by an ((L +1)S )´ J matrix:

α11

.
.

.
.

A =

αsj

.

.

(L+1)×S
Deliverable
promises

.

.

.

α(L+1)×S,J
J assets

All deliveries are made in money. When the assets promise commodities the seller of the assets
delivers the money equivalent of the value of the agreed commodities at their spot prices at the
relevant state. The set of assets that are admissible is quite general,(12) however I restrict my
attention to the ‘standard’ asset matrix without loss of generality.
In the model a government bond is an asset, which promises money in all states, ie
Asmj = 1, "s Î S . Moreover, a financial asset is one with Aslj = 0, "l Î L, s Î S . The column rank
(ie the number of linearly independent columns) of A is critical since it describes the structure of
the asset market. Whenever rank J = rank S the capital markets are said to be complete whereas
when rank J < rank S markets are incomplete. The case when some assets are missing is the
most interesting one because in addition to its realism it allows for the study of financial
innovation, government intervention and numerous other interesting macroeconomic phenomena.
Furthermore,
(A6) A j ¹ 0, "j Î J .

(12)

Quantity constraints, limited participation and collateral can be incorporated within this framework without
affecting the existence of equilibria (see Section 8).
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(ie no asset makes zero promises.)
(A7) A j ³ 0, "j Î J .

(ie asset payoffs are non-negative.)
Finally, agents do not hold positive endowments of assets and thus all asset transactions are short
sales.
In the spirit of perfect competition asset prices facing individuals agents are fixed. Let b hj º
amount of money sent by agent h in the market of asset j. Also, let q hj º promises sold of asset j
by agent hÎH. In equilibrium, at positive levels of trade 0 < q j <µ ,

q

j

=

åb
åq
hÎ H

hÎ H

h
j
h
j

å
+ å
+

bÎ B

b bj
q bj

,

bÎ B

for jÎJ, hÎH, bÎB. All the asset markets meet contemporaneously; hence cash obtained from
the sale of asset j cannot be used for the purchase of another asset j ' ¹ j . Thus, the volume of
trade in the asset market is affected by the overall liquidity of the economy. Thus monetary
policy interacts with asset markets and influences asset prices.(13)
3.5

Money and credit markets

Fiat money is the stipulated means of exchange. All commodities can be traded for money, and
(as noted) all assets deliver exclusively in money. Money can be either inside or outside (Gurley
and Shaw (1960)). At the outset NBPS and banks hold net monetary assets – outside money – (ie
as if they hold central bank liabilities). Inside money is credit created by the banking sector
through the credit markets in period 0 via monetary policy and is accompanied by debt.
Commercial banks receive central bank money as an asset but simultaneously incur a debt
liability. In turn, commercial banks lend to the non-bank private sector. This represents an asset
of the commercial bank and thus a liability of the non-bank private sector. The net assets of the
private sector as a whole remain unchanged.

Cash-in-advance is required for any purchase.(14) To buy a commodity or bond an agent must pay
cash, which he can obtain from his private monetary endowments, or out of inventories from
previous market transactions. Since fiat money is the stipulated means of exchange, transactions

(13)

Since liquidity (ie cash in circulation) affects asset prices, the asset price inflation channel of monetary policy is
present in the model.
(14)
One should not interpret the cash-in-advance as a currency constraint but rather as a liquidity constraint. This is
so because, I could have assigned liquidity parameters for each commodity and use the ensuing liquidity constraints.
The main feature of the cash-in-advance constraint is the asymmetry of liquidity capabilities of the postulated means
of exchange as compared with the rest of commodities. For example, Grandmont and Younes (1972) assign a
liquidity parameter in the cash-in-advance constraint.
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in each market have a convenient physical interpretation according to which money is traded for
equal value of commodities or bonds. If interest rates are positive the necessity to have cash in
order to purchase commodities invalidates the ‘classical’ dichotomy between the real and
financial sectors of the economy.
A market is regarded as a symmetric exchange between two instruments. In standard
Arrow-Debreu terminology, a market bears only one name. Since in this model money is always
one of the instruments, each market can be given a single name. But one could easily imagine
other markets (eg for credit card purchases) where neither side was cash; for more discussion see
Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2000). Just as agents cannot ‘sell’ money they do not have, in
the model they cannot sell commodities they do not have. The only exception is credit markets,
where agents are allowed to write their own promises (bonds).(15)
Money enters the economy in three ways. First, it may be present in the private endowments of
agents and commercial banks. Agent h Î H has an endowment m sh of money, for each
s Î S * and commercial banks have initial capital endowment e sb , for each s Î S * . Second, when
government and/or the central bank purchases commodities and/or bonds with currency, it injects
money in the economy. Third, when the government (perhaps through the central bank) repays
previously issued government bonds, it also injects money in the economy. The channel by
which money enters the economy influences the effect the money has on the economy, as we
shall see in greater detail below. Money exits the system in two ways: bonds from the NBPS and
payment on bonds (promises) sold to the government and/or the central bank.

Two kinds of bond (equivalently credit or loan) markets can be distinguished. Short-term
(intraperiod or overnight) bonds promise 1 unit of fiat money at the end of the same period in
which they are taken. Long-term (interperiod) bonds promise 1 unit of money at the beginning of
the next period, but after the next short loan begins.(16) Note that long-term loans can be thought
of as one-period zero coupon bonds.
By rolling over a long loan to the next short loan to the next long loan, agents can borrow against
any future time period. Let rs , r be the interest rates on short and long-term loans respectively.

(( ) )

An agent who borrows e in the intraperiod (interperiod) loan market owes (1 + rs )e 1 + r e at
the end of state s Î S * (at the beginning of period 1). Agents regard the interest rates as fixed.
The central bank has exogenously specified positive quantities of money (MG), which it auctions
off in the interbank bond market. The bank also sells bonds (µ G ) in the same market.
NBPS is permitted to deposit money at the commercial banks where they earn the same interest
rate as the banks charge.

(15)

An alternative interpretation of the cash-in-advance constraint is that financial markets clear immediately whereas
commodity markets adjust sluggishly.
(16)
Since each seller does not know what other promises each buyer has made and in addition the buyer has the
option to default we are faced with a moral hazard problem. However, the moral hazard problem arises from
opportunistic behaviour in a competitive environment.
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Note that one should not expect ro = r . Typically, the equilibrium term structure can be quite
complex and depends on the multiple factors that influence the demand for money.(17)
NBPS is permitted to buy and sell bonds, ie to borrow and deposit money in the consumer credit

(

) be the amount of zero-coupon bonds issued by hÎH or, equivalently,
the amount of money agent h chooses to owe on the short loan (or long loan). Let d ( or d ) be
markets. Let m sh or µ

h

h

h
s

the amount of money that agent hÎH spends on purchases of short-term (long-term) bonds. If all
agents pay exactly what they owe, then

åµ
(1 + r ) =
åd + åm
h
s

hÎH
h
s

s

hÎH

,

b
s

"s Î {0,1,..., S }

bÎB

and

(1 + r ) =

åm

h

hÎ H
h

åd

hÎ H

+ åm

b

,

bÎB

( )
b

where, m sb m is the amount of credit that commercial banks extend which is also subject to
their regulatory capital-adequacy ratio as specified by the regulator.
3.6

Default

Under the presence of uncertainty and agent optimisation, default can be either strategic or due to
ill fortune. Someone may default because the penalty is too lenient (ie strategic default) or
because he does not have the necessary means (ie economic ill fortune). Lenders cannot
distinguish whether default occurs because the debtors are unable to honour their contractual
obligations or they chose to do so even though they have the necessary resources. The default
penalties are proportional to the level of default. They exist to induce debtors to honour their
obligations when they are able to do so, and to refrain from making promises that they know they
will not honour in the future.
Let W = {N }È {J } = {0*, 0,0,1,..., S } È {1,..., J } . W is the set of all credit markets (including the
interbank) and secondary asset markets ( 0 * º interbank, 0 º long - term credit market,

(

)

0,1,..., S º short - term credit market) . Let us define D shw = (1 - v shw ) m sh D sbw = (1 - v sbw ) m b where
h
v shw (v sbw ) is the rate of repayment by households (banks). Dsω
is the nominal value of debt due
to default either in the credit markets (analogously in the asset market or deposits and interest rate
obligations). In practice, default penalties and the bankruptcy code depend normally on the
nominal values of debt and are adjusted at discrete intervals as the general level of prices

(17)

Both the expectations and the liquidity preference hypothesis of the term structure of interest rates jointly
determine the term structure of interest rates.
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increases. In the model, nominal values are deflated so as to penalise households and banks on
‘real’ default.(18)
b

h
The parameters λsω
( λsω ) represent the marginal disutility of defaulting for each ‘real’ dollar on
assets or loans in state s. Therefore, the payoffs to the NBPS and commercial banks will be
respectively " s Î S*,

( ( )

P hs x sh , Dshw

w ÎW

å l [D ]

)

, p s = u sh ( x s ) - ωÎΩ

h
sw

h +
sw

ps g s

and

( ( )

P bs p sb , Dsbw

w ÎW

)

( )

å l [D ]

, p s = u sb p sb - ωÎΩ

b
sw

ps g s

b +
sw

,

where gs is the price index for a basket of goods which serves as the price deflator for the
bankruptcy penalty and

[c]+

º max[0, c ] .

The specification of default captures the idea (first introduced by Shubik and Wilson (1977)) that
utility decreases monotonically in the level of default because it becomes more expensive to
default.(19) In equilibrium, agents equalise the marginal utility of defaulting (ie increased
consumption) with the marginal disutility of the bankruptcy penalty. Thus, expected rates of
delivery of interbank, long-term, short-term loans in s=0 and for all sÎS, for assets, and
~
~
analogously for deposits R = ( Rs , R s , Rs , Rsj , Rds , R ds , Rds ) "s Î S * and j Î J , are equal to
actual rates of delivery in equilibrium.(20) This idea is precisely the crucial ingredient of the
model. It allows default as an equilibrium outcome without necessarily destroying the orderly
functioning of the financial system.

(18)

Complicated structures of default penalties can be incorporated into the model as long as concavity of the payoff
function is maintained. For further details on this topic see Dubey and Geanakoplos (1992) and Dubey, Geanakoplos
and Shubik (2000). Without loss of generality, a simple specification is used that assumes penalties are adjusted
instantaneously following changes in the price level.
(19)
Alternatively, I could have modelled default penalties by subtracting resources according to the l’s from the
budget constraints of the agents. However, this technique is more complicated since the marginal disutility of default
is not constant but directly affects the marginal rates of substitution of commodities as can be seen from the first
order conditions. Detailed exposition of this more general default modelling methodology can be found in
Tsomocos (2002) where I treat this default specification as a special case of generalised default penalties.
(20)
For a definition of rates of delivery and a necessary assumption that these expectations should satisfy, see
Section 5.
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3.7

Capital requirements

The regulator sets the banks’ minimum capital requirements. Given that the assets of the
commercial banks consist of loans (including interest rate payments) and investments in
marketable assets, the capital requirement constraint becomes,
e sb + å u bh + c sb
hÎ H

k bs £
b

w ssb (h , s ) R s m sb (1 + rs ) + w sb0 (h , s ) R s m (1 + r ) + å w sjb (h , s ) R sj ( p s Asj )(
jÎ J

b bj
qj

~
) + w sb0* R ds (1 + r )d b

"s Î S , b Î B,
and

e 0b + å u bh + c 0b
hÎ H

k b0 £
b

b
w00
(h , s ) R0 m 0b (1 + r0 ) + w0b0 (h , s )m (1 + r ) + å w0b j (h , s )( p s Asj )(
jÎ J

b bj
qj

,
b
b
) + w00
* (h , s )(1 + r ) d

for s = 0,
where, w0bs º risk weights for short-term loans, wsb0 º risk weights for long-term loans,
wsb0* º risk weights for interbank loans, wsjb , "j Î J º risk weights for marketable assets, h º set

of macrovariables, and s º choice variables of the NBPS and commercial banks.(21) In addition,
å u bh º initial equity of commercial banks and c sb º capital adjustment. Thus, commercial
hÎ H

banks decide on any capital adjustment jointly with any restructure of their asset portfolio so as to
satisfy their capital requirements constraint. Banks may not necessarily hold the same capital
since precautionary capital over and above the regulatory minimum can vary across banks. Note
that credit requirements in the first period are calculated with respect to the realised asset
deliveries in equilibrium and not the expected ones.
The impact of regulatory policy in the model is similar to monetary policy, since it affects credit
extension, although it operates through different channels.
Finally, it should be noted that increased default reduces utility but it may also have an indirect
counterbalancing effect. If risk weights were countercyclical, higher defaults, as would occur in
a recession, would lead banks to reduce their risk weights in the expectation that future economic
conditions will improve. In turn, if capital constraint were binding, lower risk weights would
allow for an increasing credit extension that reduces interest rates and thus facilitates

(21)

The risk weights may or may not be invariant. For example, they may be time varying and dependent on other
macrovariables or choices of investors and/or banks. Catarineu-Rabell, Jackson and Tsomocos (2001) examine the
case where they depend on NBPS default either procyclically or countercyclically.
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,

transactions.(22) Thus, utility may very well increase if the latter effect dominates the former. In
such a situation capital requirements may be thought of as a built-in-stabiliser of the economy.
3.8

The commodity markets

Commodity prices p sl are taken as fixed by the agents. Let bslh º amount of fiat money sent by
agent h to trade in the market of commodity slÎL. In addition, let q slh º amount of good l offered
for sale at state s by agent h. NBPS and government cannot sell commodities they do not own, so
q slh £ e slh . Let bslG º amount of fiat money that the government puts up to buy commodity slÎL.
Government expenditures are taken as exogenous and are meant to capture fiscal policy. In
equilibrium, at positive levels of trade, 0 < p sl < ¥ ,

åb +b
=
åq
h
sl

p sl

G
sl

hÎ H

.

h
sl

hÎ H

All markets meet simultaneously; hence cash obtained from the sale of commodity l at state s
cannot be used for the purchase of another commodity l at the same state. This institutional
arrangement is the fundamental feature of the model that captures the importance of liquidity
constraints and the transaction demand for cash. Liquidity constraints should not be viewed as
market imperfections but rather as the intrinsic characteristic that distinguishes commodities from
liquid wealth.(23)
3.9

Stocks, flows and liquidity constraints

In the abstract Arrow-Debreu model it is difficult to distinguish stocks and flows, especially
when public production is involved. Even when they can be distinguished formally, there is no
importance in the distinction; one might as well assume that every good is bought and sold each
period. Similarly in the Lucas (exchange economy) model, agents are required to sell everything
in each period, so there can be no distinction between stocks and flows.
However, in contrast, in this model the sales q slh of commodities by agents are endogenous;
agents are not required to put anything up for sale. Indeed, since sales equal purchases in
equilibrium, the total quantity of sales is a good measure of aggregate economic activity.
Ys = å å p sl q slh and y s = å å q slh are the nominal and real incomes of agents at state sÎS*
lÎ L hÎH

lÎL hÎ H

respectively. They are endogenous variables determined in the model.(24)

(22)

See Catarineu-Rabell, Jackson and Tsomocos (2001).
This price formation mechanism first introduced by Shapley and Shubik (1977), is an equilibrium condition. Its
accounting clarity allows cash flows in the economy to be traced precisely.
(24)
The real income is an arbitrary number since it depends on the units in which we measure goods. Some policy
(23)

changes, however, may increase Ys no matter how we measure the units.
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As was emphasised in the introduction, the process-oriented nature of all transactions assigns to
them a physical interpretation and preserves accounting clarity. The receipts from sales of goods
and assets cannot be used contemporaneously for purchases. This mismatch between cash
outflows and inflows in an agent’s budget is intermediated by the credit markets. The same
argument applies for commercial banks and their corresponding asset-liquidity mismatch that the
interbank credit market intermediates. Therefore, the endogenous determination of interest rates
on the various credit markets may be such that NBPS and/or commercial banks are liquidity
constrained. The credit channel of the model manifests itself in the extent to which liquidity
constraints are binding and generate real effects in consumption. In particular, the repercussions
of financial crises require the ability to distinguish between stocks and flows. Financially
unstable regimes affect the flows of economic transactions and only after a lag is the impact on
the stock variables of the economy observed. For example, a liquidity crisis first reduces the
volume of trade and subsequently, perhaps, reduces the profitability of the banking sector.
3.10 Commercial banks
Commercial banks enter the model because of their importance both for the transmission of
monetary policy and for financial stability. The risk profiles of commercial banks have an effect
on both liquidity and the credit expansion of the economy. Consequently, the money supply
multiplier of the economy depends on the portfolio of the banking sector. Thus, equilibrium
outcomes of the economy and the effectiveness of monetary policy depend on the banking sector.
Let b Î B = {1,..., B} be the set of commercial banks. We assume:
(A8) perfectly competitive banking sector (ie commercial banks take interbank interest rates and
asset prices as given.)
(A9) perfect financial intermediation (ie no market imperfections with respect to information and
participation in the capital and credit markets.)

An important consequence of (A8) and (A9) is that there is no margin between borrowing and
lending rates.
Recall that each bank has an initial capital endowment and its risk profile is described by a
concave, monotonic and continuous utility function:
u b = R+s* ® R
where, u b (p 0b , p 1b ,..., π sb ) represents the utility to a bank b when its final monetary holdings in
sÎS* is π sb .
Commercial banks participate in the interbank market by borrowing and lending. They then
extend credit to the credit markets and allocate the appropriate capital to satisfy their capital
requirement constraint. Moreover, commercial banks diversify their asset portfolio by also
investing in marketable assets. Thus, the model can encompass the interaction between monetary
policy and the asset markets. The modelling of banking behaviour is analogous to the portfolio
balance approach of the banking firm introduced by Tobin (1963, 1982).
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As can be seen from the market structure of the model, at the beginning of period zero an equity
market operates in which banks issue equity to investors. Shares of ownership of the bank are
determined on a prorated manner according to the formula,(25)
s bh =

u bh

åu

h
b

hÎ H

where, u bh º amount of money offered by h for ownership shares of bank bÎB.
Finally at t=1 the profits of commercial banks are liquidated and distributed back to the
individual owners. This way I close the model.
An important phenomenon that now appears is that not all members of the NBPS will defray their
loans and all banks might honour their contractual obligations. The different risk-attitudes and
the bankruptcy penalties imposed on defaulting banks make this compatible with equilibrium.
A simplified version of the bank’s balance sheet is:
(Deposits) + (Equity ) º (Reserves) + (Loans)+ (Interbank Deposits) + (Asset Investments).
Deposits are taken from and loans are made to other commercial banks and the NBPS. Equity
consists of the initial capital endowment, initial equity and capital adjustments. Investments in
marketable assets may appear in either the asset or the liability side of the balance sheet
depending on whether the bank is long or short on a particular asset.
3.11 Interbank credit market
The central bank conducts its monetary policy through OMOs in the interbank market. There is
interbank lending and borrowing. This market establishes interbank linkages and in the case of
default may cause a domino effect. Since perfect financial intermediation (ie there is no margin
between borrowing and lending rates) is assumed default is prorated among all the lenders (ie
aggregate default is allocated among all banks according to the percentage of loans they have
extended). Thus, contagion and interbank linkages are equilibrium phenomena that manifest
themselves via perfect intermediation and do not necessarily require an oligopolistic (or
monopolistic competition) market structure or other market inefficiencies or failures.
The interbank interest rate is established in equilibrium at positive levels of trade,

åm
(1 + r ) =
åd

b

+ µG

bÎB

b

+MG

bÎB

(25)

When the model extends more than two periods then dilution of the existing ownership structure can be
introduced by allowing retrading of the ownership shares of the banks. However, this extension would be more
appropriate after I introduce production into the model and analyse the capital structure of banks and firms.
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where, mb º amount of zero-coupon bonds issued by bank b, (or equivalently the amount of
money bank b chooses to owe in the interbank credit market), db º amount of money that bank b
deposits, (or equivalently the amount of money that bank b spends on purchases of bonds).
Similarly, mG º amount of zero-coupon bonds issued by the central bank and MG º central bank
money supply or equivalently the amount of money the central bank spends on purchases of
bonds.(26)
In practise the monetary authorities use the repo market to set interest rates and then commercial
banks participate in the interbank market. Both markets are collapsed into one because the
monetary transmission mechanism remains the same apart from the size of credit extension in the
context of this model. The separation of these markets becomes necessary only when the focus is
on the transmission mechanism of monetary policy.
Both in the NBPS credit markets and the interbank market default is allowed; so bonds and
currency are not perfect substitutes. Equities and bonds are the only instruments agents are
allowed to sell without owning. Essentially any agent can write his own promise, which then
becomes a bond. However, he is limited in how many he can issue by the bankruptcy penalties
that prevent him from going arbitrarily short. Assets, bonds and money can be inventoried from
period 0 to period 1 ; they are the only stores of value in the model. None of these instruments
gives direct utility to the agents. Utility is derived only through the results of transactions they
facilitate.
4.

The budget set

4.1

NBPS

Macrovariables ( h = ( p, r , rs , r , q , R ) ) are determined in equilibrium and every agent takes them
as given. Agents are perfect competitors and therefore price takers. The choices of every
member of the NBPS, hÎH, obey the following constraints.(27)
For t=0,
short-term + long-term deposits £ initial private monetary endowment.

(1h)

Expenditures for commodities, equities and banks’ shares of ownership £ money at hand +
borrowed money in the short and long-term credit markets.
(2h)
Sales of commodities £ endowments of commodities.

(3h)

Short-term loan repayment £ money at hand + receipts from sales of commodities and equities +
deposits and interest repayment.
(4h)
Consumption £ initial endowment - sales + purchases.
(26)

(5h)

Instead of conducting OMOs, the central bank could determine the interest rate letting borrowing and lending
with commercial banks equilibrate the market. In fact, this is the current practice of implementing monetary policy.
The crucial point is that the central bank has one degree of freedom and therefore can use only one of the two policy
instruments.
(27)
The formal characterisation of the NBPS’s and commercial banks’ budget set is provided in Appendix I.
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"s Î S ,

short-term deposits in state s £ money at hand + initial private monetary endowment in state s.
(6h)
Expenditures for commodities, equities deliveries and long-term loan repayments £ money at
hand + short-term loan in state s + long-term deposits and interest repayments.
(7h)
Sales of commodities £ endowments of commodities.

(8h)

Short-term loan repayment in state s £ money at hand + receipts from equities deliveries, sales of
commodities, deposits and interest repayment, distribution of commercial banks’ profits. (9h)
Consumption £ initial endowment – sales + purchases.
4.2

(10h)

Commercial banks

Similarly the choices of a commercial bank bÎB, obey the following constraints:
For t=0,
deposits in the interbank market £ initial capital endowment.

(1b)

Credit extension in the short and long-term market + expenditures for equities £ money at hand +
interbank loan + receipts from ownership shares’ sales.
(2b)
Short-term deposits and interest repayment + capital adjustment £ money at hand + short-term
loans repayment + receipts from equities sales.
(3b)
(4b)

Capital requirements constraint in period 0.
"s Î S ,

credit extension in the short-term credit market in state s + long-term deposits and interest
repayment £ money at hand + long-term loan repayment + initial capital endowment in state s º
period 0 profits.
(5b)
Capital adjustment + short-term deposits and interest repayment + interbank loan repayment +
expenditures for equities deliveries £ money at hand + money received from equities payoffs +
interbank deposits and interest repayment + short-term loan repayment.
(6b)
(7b)

Capital requirements constraint in state s.
Profits are the difference between the right-hand side and left-hand side of (6b).

Note that since the banking sector is perfectly competitive loan repayments are made proportional
to the credit issued by each commercial bank relative to the aggregate credit issued by the entire
banking sector.
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5.

Equilibrium

We say that(28) (n, (s h )hÎH , (σ b )bÎB ) is a monetary equilibrium with commercial banks and default

(MECBD) for the economy E = {(u h , e h , m h )hÎH , (u b , e b )bÎB , A, M G , m G , m G , b G , k , λ}
iff:
æ
ö
ç å bslh + m sG ÷
è hÎH
ø
,
p sl =
h
å q sl

(i)

"s Î S , l Î L ;

hÎ H

Condition (i) shows that all commodity markets clear (or equivalently that price expectations are
rational).

(ii)

æ
ö
çå m b + µG ÷
ø
1 + r = è bÎB b
G
å d +M
bÎB

(

)

;

Condition (ii) shows that the interbank credit market clears (or equivalently that interbank interest
rate forecasts are rational).

(iii)

1 + rs =

åµ

h
s

hÎH

æ
ö
ç å d sh + å msb ÷
bÎB
è hÎH
ø

,

"s Î S * ;

-h

(iiia)

1+ r =

åµ

hÎH

- bö
æ
h
ç åd + åm ÷
ç
÷
bÎB
è hÎH
ø

;

Condition (iii) shows that all short-term (long-term) credit markets clear (or equivalently, that
predictions of long-term interest rates are rational).

(iv)

(28)

æ
ö
ç å b hj + å b bj ÷
bÎ B
è hÎH
ø
qj =
,
æ
h
bö
çåqj +åqj ÷
bÎ B
è hÎH
ø

"j Î J ;

Recall that by assumption p , r , rs r , q , R are different from 0 and ¥ in each component.
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Condition (iv) shows that asset markets clear (or equivalently, asset price expectations are
rational).
(v)

å

hÎH

s bh = 1 , " bÎB ;

Condition (v) shows that the equity market for the bank ownership clears (or equivalently bank
equity shareholding expectations are rational).

[

ì å v sjh p s q hj A j
ï hÎH È B
ï
p sj q hj A j
ï hÎå
H ÈB
ïï
R sj = í
ï
ï
ï
ï arbitrary
ïî

[

(vi)

]

]

, if

å [p

j

]

q hj A j > 0

hÎH È B

; "s Î S , j Î J .

, if

å [p

j

]

q hj A j = 0

hÎH È B

Condition (vi) shows that each asset buyer is correct in his expectation about the fraction of assets
that will be delivered to him.(29)
ì
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Conditions (vii)-(xii) show that the central bank and commercial banks are correct in their
expectations about the fraction of loans that will be delivered to them. Similarly, the NBPS and
commercial banks are correct in their expectations about the fraction of deposits and interest rate
payments that will be delivered to them.

(29)

Rates of delivery do not depend on anything that agents do themselves. Every agent receives the same rate of
delivery. This is in accordance with the spirit of mass anonymous capital and credit markets. Otherwise, I would
need to consider complicated strategic consequences, which unnecessarily complicate the model. However, even
though the model does not include interpersonal moral hazard problems it deals with moral hazard in the aggregate.
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]

(m h , m , d h (1 + r ), d (1 + r), d sh (1 + rs )) = 0.

(a) s h Î

(xiii)

Arg max
s

h

Î B h (h

)

( )

Ph xh

,

and
(b) s b Î

Arg max
s b Î B b (h )

( )

Pb p b .

Condition (xiii) shows that all agents optimise.
In sum, all markets clear and agents optimise given their budget sets. These are the defining
properties of a competitive equilibrium.
If a monetary equilibrium with commercial banks and default (MECBD) exists, then default and
financial fragility are established as equilibrium phenomena that arise in a standard equilibrium
framework. Note, also that fiat money has positive value in a finite-horizon economy (for an
extensive discussion on this see, Dubey and Geanakoplos (1992), Grandmont (1983), and Hahn
(1965) who initially posed this problem). Government and regulator actions are exogenously
fixed and are not deduced from optimising behaviour. Finally, no attempt is made to derive
endogenously which assets will be traded in equilibrium in order to ‘endogenise’ market
incompleteness.
Conditions (vi)-(xii) ensure that expected deliveries of assets, loans and deposits are equal to
realised deliveries in equilibrium. However, the specification of expectations for inactive
markets is arbitrary. Thus, the model does not rule out the situation when there is no trade.
There are two ways around this (ie to exclude trivial equilibria(30)) in order to allow for
comparative statics and policy analysis. The first has been introduced by Dubey and
Shubik (1978) and adds an external agent that always supplies the asset and loan market with a
minimal amount e and never abrogates his contractual obligation. The second has been suggested
in Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2000) and offers an equilibrium refinement by forbidding
‘overly pessimistic’ expectations thus guaranteeing full delivery of ‘small promises’. In other
words, the situation in which no one is expected to honour even a ‘small obligation’ and therefore
no one borrows or lends should be precluded. I adopt the first option and then let e® 0. It is
more natural to allow for government intervention that establishes the functioning of the markets,
rather than fixing expectations and so precluding potentially interesting phenomena of
co-ordination failures and possibly discontinuous expectations in certain regimes of minimal
trading. In addition, different expectation specifications may generate different prices and
allocations.
Hereafter, I will assume in (vi)-(xii):
Inactive markets hypothesis: Whenever credit or asset markets are inactive (ie asset supply,
credit extension or deposits are 0) the corresponding rates of delivery are set equal to 1 (ie
honoured by government via an organisation such as FDIC).

(30)

The examination of trivial equilibria merits further study whenever one tries to study financial innovation and
endogenous generation of incomplete asset structures.
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6.

Orderly function of markets: existence

Economic agents in the model are not required to trade. They always have the option to consume
their own endowment in each state. Thus, there is no guarantee that they will demand money
from any of the credit markets. If there is no demand for credit from NBPS, then it becomes
ambiguous whether the interbank credit market will be active. It is ambiguous because while
banks do not borrow to meet demand of NBPS, they may borrow to invest in the asset markets.
And if there is no demand for liquidity in the economy then the asset market, in turn, will become
inactive too. Indeed, in such a scenario, money will not have positive value and the nominal
sector of the economy (monetary and financial) may be inactive and the corresponding markets
may collapse.
Lucas circumvents the problem by forcing each agent to offer for sale his entire endowment, and
then buy it back using money even if he himself wants to consume it. So, agents need money and
liquidity by assumption since they cannot even consume their own endowment without it. The
positive value of money is not an artefact of the infinite horizon but an outcome of the transaction
mechanism postulated in the model (both cash-in-advance and mandatory sale of endowment).
Thus positive trade in equilibrium is not a result, but rather given.
Although the assumption that each agent must sell all of his endowment seems innocuous, I will
show that when combined with the ‘representative agent’ assumption (that all agents have the
same preferences) it implies monetary policy neutrality.
This is so because lack of heterogeneity and forced sale of endowments imposes the classical
dichotomy on the model (this is in contrast with a model where the validity of the classical
dichotomy and the resulting quantity theory is determined endogenously in equilibrium, as shown
by the existence argument, the propositions on the term structure of interest rates, and the
quantity theory of money (Appendix III)).
When some monetary endowments, including the commercial banks’ initial capital endowments,
are positive then the term structure proposition shows that some interest rates must be positive.
Otherwise, agents will be left at the end of period 1 with worthless paper money. Then by
rational expectations and backward induction, the Hahn (1965) argument would obtain; money
would have zero value. When interest rates are positive, agents will be willing to give up
commodities even in period 1 to repay fully (or in part if they default) the loans they took from
the banks for precautionary and speculative purposes as well as for transaction purposes.
However, when interest rates are positive (including the interbank interest rate) agents may not be
willing to borrow from commercial banks (and similarly, commercial banks from the central
bank). By borrowing 1 pound from the bank an agent can buy 1 pound worth of commodities.
But he subsequently must sell (1+r) pounds worth of commodities (ie more than one pound) in
order to repay his loan. The agent will only agree to such a deal if the benefit of the increased
utility from the additional commodities exceeds the utility loss from the commodities that he
must sell to repay his loan. Similarly, the commercial banks will incur a decrease in
‘profitability’ equal to £(1+r) for every pound they borrow in the interbank market whereas they
will receive, if they extend the full amount of the loan, £(1+rs) (or £ (1 + r ) ). Thus, the
transaction must be sufficiently profitable to undertake.
It must therefore be assumed that there are sufficient gains from trade available to agents to
justify voluntary interest rate payments on grounds of rational behaviour. The formal description
of the necessary gains to trade turns out to be surprisingly simple. Before providing the
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characterisation of that assumption it should be noted that dropping the artificial sell-all
assumption of Lucas, it requires imposing minimum heterogeneity among agents, so that they
want to trade. The simplest heterogeneity is intraperiod heterogeneity in endowments, so we
require L³2. The model thus differs from that of Lucas, who postulated H=L=1.
Debreu (1951) suggested that an allocation χ h Î R+S *L for each h Î J Ì H is not d-Pareto
efficient for hÎJ if it is possible to costlessly reallocate the commodity bundle (1-d)c among
those agents and make them all better off than they were at the original allocation. He called d
the coefficient of resource utilisation and interpreted it as a measure of how far a given allocation
is from Pareto optimality. Dubey and Geanakoplos (1992) proposed that an allocation permits at
least d-gains to trade if starting from that allocation, it is possible to make everybody better off in
J Ì H by transferring commodities, even though a fraction d of the original bundle is lost.
Following, Dubey and Geanakoplos (1992, 1993) who first introduced the gains-from-trade
hypothesis, and Geanakoplos and Tsomocos (2002) who used it in a related model, the definition
and the hypothesis is modified to suit the present framework. Debreu threw out a fraction d of
the original bundle, but allowed for costless transfers. The whole of the original bundle is kept
here instead, but a fraction d of every transfer is thrown out.
The crucial insight of the gains-from-trade definition is that even if transactions are costly the
higher utility that extra consumption would entail still makes them possible. This intuition can be
stated formally in the following definition.
Definition:
Let (c h , π b ) Î R+S *´( L +1)

(c

1

"h Î H , b Î B. " δ > 0 , we will say that

) (

,..., c h ; p 1 ,...π b Î R+S *´ L

)
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1.
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bÎB
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Note that when d > 0, xlh < c tlh + t lh , if t lh > 0 and xtlh = xtlh + t lh if τ lh £ 0 .
Also, p tb < p tb + t b , if t b > 0

and

p tb + t b , if τ b £ 0

Formally, the hypothesis I impose on the economy for sufficient gains from trade is:
G from T: " sÎS, the initial endowment (e h , e b ) hÎH ,bÎB permits at least ds-gain to trade in state
s, where

åm

ds= hÎH

h
0

+ å m sh + å e 0b + å e sb
hÎ H

bÎ B

M

bÎ B

G

.

The value of this ratio imposes an upper bound on the transaction costs incurred by agents from
interest rate payments as can be seen from the term structure of interest rates proposition in
Appendix III.
Condition (G from T) needs to be valid "sÎS but not for s=0. Note that gains from trade should
be present in the banking sector even though commercial banks do not consume. But since they
are mutually owned and are liquidated at the end of period 1, rational agents expect these
proceeds and incorporate them in the maximisation problem as can be seen from their budget
constraint ((9h) of I.1). Also (G from T) precludes the case where L=1,"sÎS*. Moreover, if the
initial endowment is not Pareto optimal "sÎS, then holding all other government actions fixed as
I vary M G ® ¥ , (G from T) is automatically satisfied.(31) The following theorem is proved in
Appendix II.
Theorem 1: If in the economy E = {(u h , e h , m h ) hÎH , (u b , e b ) bÎB , A, M G , m G , m G , b G , k , λ},

(1)

Gains from trade and inactive markets hypotheses hold,

(2)

MG>0,

(3)

"sÎS,

åm +åe
h
s

hÎ H

(4)

(31)

b
s

> 0 and

beB

l>>0, "hÎH, bÎB then a MECBD exists.

Alternatively, if

å

hÎH

m sh = 0 and

å

bÎ B

e sb = 0 , "sÎS* then G from T is automatically satisfied. See Shubik

and Tsomocos (1992), for the argument of this case in a related model.
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The proof of this theorem resolves the Hahn problem and also the non-existence example of
Hart (1975). Positive interest rates and bankruptcy penalties compactify the choice space by
binding the potential transactions in the asset markets. Radner (1972), instead, imposed artificial
bounds on asset trades to show existence. The proof of the theorem also indicates that as the
aggregate ‘outside’ money becomes large then the necessary gains to trade for existence becomes
arbitrarily large (ie the transaction cost caused by interest rate payments prohibits agents
engaging in beneficial transactions). Therefore as ‘outside’ money grows, prices eventually rise,
converging rapidly to infinity. When the ratio of outside to inside money becomes high enough
so that equilibrium is unsustainable, hyperinflation occurs and trade collapses.
The main argument of the proof is that the monetary authority backs the fiat money present in the
economy and gives it real value. By this is meant that ‘money is an institutionalised symbol of
trust’.(32) The government compels the acceptance of money as a final discharge of debt.
Investors use this ‘government-backed’ money because the benefit it gives them is greater than
the interest rate loss. The interest rate can be thought of as the tax levied by the government for
the supply of ‘trust’ and the ‘system’ that it establishes to safeguard trade in assets and
commodities. This argument does not rest only on the cash-in-advance constraint but also on the
presence of the government, standing ready to recoup loans, and the potential gains from trade. It
is this triplet that guarantees existence and positive value of fiat money in the finite horizon.
The model has now been fully developed and its properties set out. It is therefore now possible to
develop its implications for financial stability.

7.

Financial fragility, contagion and systemic risk

7.1

Financial fragility: concepts and definitions

Numerous authors have tackled financial stability and at one level the term seems to be a familiar
both from a theoretical as well as a practical viewpoint. However, very few attempts have been
made to define and formally characterise it in an analytically rigorous way. Academics and
policy-makers have offered various definitions.(33) For example, Andrew Crockett (1997) argues
that ‘financial stability (refers) to the stability of the key institutions and markets that go to make
up the financial system…stability requires (i) that the key institutions in the financial system are
stable, in that there is a high degree of confidence that they continue to meet their contractual
obligations without interruption or outside assistance; and (ii) that the key markets are stable, in
that participants can confidently transact in them at prices that reflect fundamental forces and that
do not vary substantially over short periods when there have been no changes in fundamentals’.
Mishkin (1994) offers a more ‘information-based’ definition. ‘Financial instability occurs when
shocks to the financial system interfere with information flows so that the financial system can no
longer do its job of channelling funds to those with productive investment opportunities’.

(32)
(33)

Shubik (1999).
A survey of these definitions and extensive discussion can be found in Bank for International Settlements (1998).
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The definition of financial fragility here is:
When substantial default of a ‘number’ of households and banks (ie a liquidity ‘crisis’),
without necessarily becoming bankrupt, occurs and the aggregate profitability of the
banking sector decreases significantly (ie a banking ‘crisis’).

Formally, a MECBD (n, (s h )hÎH , (s b )bÎB ) is financially fragile whenever
D shw* , Dsbw* ³ D,

åp

bÎB

b
s

£ P , for H * + B * ³ Z , and s Î S * where Z Î (0, H È B ] and P, D Î R+ + .

Thus, financial fragility is characterised by both liquidity shortages and banking sector
vulnerability. Moreover, it is allowed that the authorities (government and/or the central bank)
determine the level of debt above which (and the profit below which), a financial environment
becomes fragile. Also note that this definition hinges upon the welfare of the economy and its
distributional consequences. The standard techniques and theorems of equilibrium theory can be
readily applied. Equilibrium analysis is also amenable to comparative statics, for example, by
varying capital requirement rules one can determine the expected default and the welfare effects
of a crisis.
A natural question is why either one of the conditions is not sufficient by itself to constitute a
financially fragile regime. Besides the empirical evidence provided in the introduction, increased
default without reduced profitability might be an indicator of increased volatility and risk taking
without necessarily leading to financial instability. For example, both the mean and variance of
return might have risen. On the other hand, lower bank profitability without increased default
might be an indicator of a recession in the real economy and not of financial vulnerability. It is
the combination of both conditions that destabilises the financial system and may produce
financial crises.

The following regimes are distinguished:
Liquidity ‘crisis’: A situation in which there exists substantial default of a ‘number’ of defaults
(not necessarily bankruptcy and closure) both in the NBPS as well as the commercial banking
sector.
Banking ‘crisis’: Together with substantial default of a ‘number’ of commercial banks, it is
required that the profitability of the banking sector as a whole decreases significantly via
interbank linkages.
Recession: In the context of an equilibrium model, a recession entails welfare losses by the
aggregate NBPS sector. This highlights that what matters in a recession is the welfare loss due to
reduced consumption, and not simply the loss of output.

This definition is sufficiently flexible enough to encompass most of the recent episodes of
financial fragility. For example, the Japanese crisis may be thought of as an example of the
Keynesian liquidity trap. The Mexican crisis of the early 1990s is a classic example of liquidity
and banking crisis. The late 1990s east Asian crisis was characterised by a banking crisis and
economic recession as well as extensive default. Finally, the Russian crisis, the Texas Banking
crisis, and the US Stock Market crash of 1987 conformed to the characterisation of a financially
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fragile regime generated by liquidity shortages, extensive default and declines in bank
profitability.
In summary, the information-based definition of Mishkin and the institutionally oriented one
offered by Crockett encompass crucial aspects of financial instability, however, they do not
capture the main reason that policy-makers focus on instability, namely its welfare and
distributional effects. In other words, their definitions highlight the inefficiency that a financially
unstable regime generates but they are too general to be readily applicable for policy analysis. In
addition, they do not address structural features (liquidity shortages and extensive default) that
result in reduced bank profitability. Finally, widespread default and pronounced decrease in
banks profitability eventually impairs markets and trade collapses altogether. Thus, a systemic
financial crisis of the economy can be reinterpreted as a case of equilibrium non-existence.
7.2

An example: changes in capital requirements

A parameterised version of the model is now used to highlight the systemic effects of changes in
capital requirements. The full details of these comparative statics are contained in
Catarineu-Rabell, Jackson and Tsomocos (2001). The model consists of three sectors (the
household, corporate and banking sectors), two time periods with two possible future scenarios,
and a financial market with one single asset, assumed to be default free. The corporate sector can
be thought of as firms, which both borrow from banks and sell marketable financial assets. The
banking sector raises funds by borrowing from the interbank market and taking deposits from the
household sector. These funds are used to make loans to the corporate sector and to buy
marketable assets. Therefore, the financial structure of the economy is one of complete markets
with two assets (loans and default free assets) and two states of nature (good and bad).
Households and banks maximise consumption and profits respectively.
Comparative static experiments were carried out for different values of k (from 6% to 9%). The
results show that banks restructure their portfolio and invest more in the equity markets while at
the same time they decrease their loans (ie they switch towards assets with lower risk weights
to satisfy the higher capital requirement). The main reason that motivates substitution from loans
to equities is that there is asymmetric default behaviour for loans and investments. In this
simplified version of the model investors can default only on their loans to the bank. Thus, banks
will respond to an increase in their capital requirements by diversifying away from the bank
credit market towards the equities market, while still decreasing their total risk weighted assets.
Lower credit extension results in less liquidity in the system, and thus decreases banks’ income
through lower loan recoveries. This is rationally expected by the central bank, which will
increase its default premium (and thus the interbank rate). Commercial banks increase their
nominal debt to the central bank and increase their default rates in both states of nature; so, the
average expected default rate of banks increases. This in turn reduces banks’ profits while
leaving household and investor sectors almost unaffected. In sum, tighter capital requirements
generate financial fragility in the short run.
7.3

Liquidity trap

An extreme case of financial fragility is the well-known liquidity trap. An economy manifests a
liquidity trap whenever financial fragility is coupled with monetary policy ineffectiveness. Put
differently, when interest rates and prices do not react to monetary expansion default increases
and consequently bank profitability is reduced. The Keynesian liquidity trap describes a situation
in which monetary policy would not affect the nominal variables of the economy because
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consumers simply hold extra real money balances for speculative purposes. Given that interest
rates are sufficiently low and they expect them to go up in the future, thus they do not invest into
assets like bonds whose value will decrease when interest rates rise. Various authors provide
explanations and formalisations of the liquidity trap, eg Hicks (1946), Tobin (1982), Grandmont
and Laroque (1973), and Hool (1976) among others, based on non-rational expectations.
Dubey and Geanakoplos (1993) provide an alternative explanation based on the incompleteness
of asset markets. As the money supply increases, investors spend most of their liquidity in the
asset markets. Thus, the monetary expansion does not affect the real sector of the economy and
prices remain bounded. So, in the economy, large amounts of money are carried over from
period 0 to 1 via transactions in the asset market. The increased trading activity in the asset
market results from combining assets whose payoffs differ only slightly in order to hedge against
risks that are not directly insurable by a marketed asset. Indeed, the liquidity trap occurs when
the underlying real economy does not possess equilibrium.(34)
In the present model the liquidity trap occurs via the same process. However, now commercial
banks engage in large asset trades without changing the interest rates of the NBPS’ credit
markets. When the government employs an expansionary monetary policy, commercial banks do
not channel the increased liquidity to the consumer credit markets but the asset market, and
therefore increased activity is observed in asset transactions. So, commodity prices remain
relatively unaffected along with the interest rates of NBPS credit markets.
The liquidity trap is observed in the interbank market and not in the rest of capital markets where
trades are very large and prices naturally are affected. I summarise the previous argument in the
following proposition. This is consistent with the intuition that it may be the case that the
liquidity trap may occur in an isolated section of the capital markets and then impinges upon the
rest of the nominal sector of the economy (eg Japan in the late 1990s).(35)
Proposition 1: Suppose that the economy has a riskless asset Asmj =(1,…,1), (ie monetary payoffs

in every state are equal to one) and Aslj =0, "sÎS* and lÎL. Also consider the case in which the
underlying economy has no GEI. Then as M G ® ¥ , then
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The non-generic counterexample of GEI non-existence was first discovered by Hart (1975).
Charles Goodhart made this point to me and it seems that the model accommodates it.
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Note that regulatory policy may ‘break’ this liquidity trap by imposing harsh capital requirements
(or very high wj’s) and so, blocking excessive trading activity in the asset markets. Thus, extra
liquidity will be available for credit extension and further gains to trade will be materialised by
the NBPS due to lower interest rates.
7.4

On bank runs

One of the most noteworthy features of this definition is that it encompasses a wide spectrum of
financially fragile regimes and treats the original result by Diamond and Dybvig as a special case.
The situation that corresponds to default of the entire banking sector is tantamount to the
Diamond-Dybvig inefficient outcome.
Diamond and Dybvig (1983) provided a model in which, in an inefficient equilibrium,
commercial banks are unable to meet their withdrawal requirements when investors withdraw
their deposits prematurely. Thus, banks default and this situation is interpreted as a bank run.
This situation emerges in this model, however, because of bank heterogeneity. Intermediate
situations where not all banks default or all depositors withdraw can also arise. Since default is
pooled in the model, contagion occurs by the domino effect that default causes. For example,
when Bank A defaults on Bank B, then Bank B is unable to meet his obligation to Bank C and so
on. At the end, aggregate default is pooled and prorated among the participating agents and
institutions in a market. Thus, one observes the contagious effects of adverse shocks to the
economy and the mass anonymous nature of the market capturing the systemic risk involved in
the case of default.
Proposition 2: Suppose that at a MECBD l’s <<¥, MG<<¥ and k £ 1. Further, suppose
q bj = 0, "b Î B . Also, there exists sÎS* such that å m sh > å d sh . Then there exists bÎB such
hÎ H

that D

b
sw

hÎ H

> 0 in s .

Corollary 1 (Diamond-Dybvig): If together with the assumptions of the previous proposition we

have ub=u, lbs = l and

åm

hÎ H

h
s

> å d sh , " s Î S * and bÎB, then D sbw > 0, " b Î B and s Î S * .
hÎ H

This corollary captures the essence of the logic of the Diamond-Dybvig result, and highlights the
special nature of their model and the importance of bank homogeneity. Moreover, all
commercial banks are identical and default is pooled. Thus, all depositors rationally expect that
the commercial banking sector will uniformly default on its obligations in all future states.
Corollary 2: Let the same assumptions of Corollary 1 hold and k=1. Then there exists

lb such that D sbw = 0, " b Î B, s Î S * . In addition, there exists l h such that
D shw = 0 " h Î H .

Put differently, Corollary 2 underlines the importance of capital requirements for financial
stability. Therefore, whenever credit is fully collateralised, the regulator guarantees future
financial stability. But, there is a trade-off between financial stability and efficiency since stricter
capital requirements generate higher interest rates and thus reduce efficient trade and limit banks’
risk taking behaviour. Thus, l’s, k’s and monetary policy should be studied contemporaneously
when optimal regulatory policy is designed.
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7.5

Constrained inefficiency

Whenever markets are complete MECBD are efficient provided that all interest rates are zero,
there is no bankruptcy and capital requirements are non-binding. However, the question that
naturally arises is whether, given market incompleteness, equilibria are constrained efficient (or
second best).(36) In view of the existence of active monetary and regulatory policy for crisis
prevention and management, the answer is tantamount to justifying (or not) intervention.
Constrained efficiency points in fixing the structure of the economy whereas constrained
inefficiency suggests making adjustments within the structure and still improve the efficiency of
the economy. The short and medium-term macroeconomic consequences of capital requirements
point towards the examination of constrained efficiency of the economy. Indeed, Blum and
Hellwig (1995) in an IS-LM framework argue that capital adequacy regulation may reinforce
macroeconomic fluctuations. What produces their result is increases in non-performing loans
that may lead banks to reduce credit extension and thus industry investment declines. However,
one may wonder whether with diversified bank portfolios this result holds. It may very well be
the case that banks switch their investment to other asset classes and firms search for funds in the
asset markets. The following theorem indicates that the Blum and Hellwig argument is robust in
this more general framework.
Theorem 2 : Each MECBD (n, (s h )hÎH , (s b )bÎB ) with l = +¥ and binding capital
requirements (ie equations (4b) and (7b)) is constrained inefficient among the allocations that are
feasible and, given the period 0 optimal choices, it satisfies the budget constraints in all states of
period 1 at the old equilibrium prices.

Therefore, if the government or the regulator intervened in period 0 through transfers, taxation or
by modifying the capital requirements(37) of the economy, it could Pareto improve the original
equilibrium. Of course, such intervention presupposes the same period 1 equilibrium prices as in
the old equilibrium. However, as the theorem asserts, such a Pareto improving intervention
assumes neither bankruptcy nor binding capital requirements in the original equilibrium. When
bankruptcy is allowed then a similar trade-off exists as that between severity of the bankruptcy
code and efficiency,(38) but in this context the trade-off is between regulatory policy and
efficiency. The upshot of this discussion is that there exists optimal regulatory policy, which
depends on the particular parameters of the economy. Thus, the dynamic adjustment of capital
requirements needs context specific knowledge of the economy and most probably needs to be
tailor made for each particular case. This is of great importance for the design of regulation.

(36)

The pioneering paper on the subject of constrained inefficiency in incomplete markets with numeraire goods was
written by Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1986).
(37)
Indeed, Catarineu-Rabell, Jackson and Tsomocos (2001), in the context of a parameterised simulation, establish
the optimal regulatory system (ie neutral, procyclical, countercyclical risk-weights) under different policy criteria (ie
bank profit maximisation, welfare maximisation and default minimisation).
(38)
See Dubey, Geanakoplos and Shubik (2000), for an example of this trade-off. But no general theorem has yet
been provided on this.
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8.

Concluding remarks

In this paper an attempt has been made to provide a rigorous framework for analysing contagion
and financial fragility. A general equilibrium model with incomplete asset markets, money and
default has been built. A commercial banking sector that maximises profits subject to capital
requirements and a formal definition of financial fragility are also included. The orderly
functioning of markets is established, and the existence of equilibrium is thus shown to be
compatible with default and financial fragility. The possibility of a liquidity trap is demonstrated.
A version of the Diamond-Dybvig result occurs in equilibrium under certain conditions.
Equilibria are constrained inefficient.
Within this framework, which displays several crucial characteristics of the financial system in its
current form, it has been possible to show how financial fragility manifests itself in the
continuum, and may not precipitate a financial crisis if the appropriate measures are adopted.
Thus, active regulatory policy may (as Theorem 2 shows) be used to improve welfare and alter
the distributional effects of financial fragility.
The framework is also capable of development so as to explore certain other issues.
The endogenous determination of the value of collateral during periods of fragility is an
important variable in crisis prevention. The size and composition of collateral (eg pyramiding or
tranching) affects the magnitude of the optimal bankruptcy penalty and capital requirements. The
equilibrium value of collateral can be specified in the model, thus allowing the analysis of its
impact on default, asset prices and welfare.
The importance of asymmetric or incomplete information and of co-ordination failures for
financial fragility is well known (eg Morris and Shin (2000)). So long as appropriate information
partitions are introduced, then these issues can be studied in the context of this model. The
viability of the rational expectations hypothesis in conjunction with informational content of
prices can be addressed, and the impact of asymmetries of information can be studied
empirically.
And finally, turning to a major current issue: the long-run effects of the proposed New Basel
Accord can be appraised by extending the model to an infinite horizon.
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Appendix I
I.1

NBPS

The macrovariables which are determined in equilibrium, and which every agent regards as fixed,
are denoted by h = ( p, r , rs , r , q , R ) . The choices of the NBPS hÎH, are denoted by s h Î S h (h )
where,

(

)

s h = c h , m h , m h , d h , d h , b h , q h , u h , v h Î R +LS * ´ R + ´ R+S * ´ R +S * ´ R + ´ R+LS *+ J ´ R +LS *+ J ´ R +B ´ R+S *+ J +1

is the vector of all of NBPS’s decisions.
The variables represent the following quantities:
ch º consumption,

µ h º long-term loan,
µ sh º short-term loans at each sÎS*,
d h º long-term deposits,
d sh º short-term deposits,

( )

bslh , b hj º amounts of money offered in the goods (asset) markets,

( )

q slh , q hj º sales of goods and assets,
u h º bid for ownership shares of the commercial banks, and
v nh( j ) , (n sh ) º percentage deliveries of promised short-term loans, marketed assets and long-term
loans.
B h (h ) = {s h Î S h (h ) : (1) - (10) below}is the budget set, where D(i) represents the difference
between RHS and LHS of inequality (i).
For t=0,
(1h)

d 0h + d h £ m 0h

å b hj + å u bh + å b0hl £ D(1h ) +
jÎ J

q 0hl £ e 0hl

bÎB

lÎ L

,

( )

m 0h
mh
+
(1 + r0 ) (1 + r )

(3h)

"l Î L

v 0h m 0h £ D 2 h + å p 0l q 0hl + R d 0 d 0h (1 + r0 ) + å q j q hj
lÎ L

(2h)

jÎ J
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(4h)

b0hl
x £ e -q +
, "l Î L
p 0l
h
0l

h
0l

(5h)

h
0l

"s Î S ,

( )

(6h)

d sh £ D 4 h + m sh

µ sh
b + å (v p s A )q + n m £ D(6 ) +
+ Rds d h (1 + r )
å
(1 + rs )
lÎL
jÎ J

(7h)

q slh £ e slh

(8h)

h
sl

h
sj

,

j
s

( )

h
s

h

x slh £ e slh - q slh +

I.2

h
s

- h

h

"l Î L

v m £ D 7 +å
h
s

h
j

jÎ J

æ b hj
R sj p s A ç
çq
è j

(

bslh
p sl

j
s

)

æ h
ö
ç
h
÷ + R ds d s (1 + rs ) + å ç u
h
÷
bÎ B ç å u
ø
è hÎH

ö
÷ b
h
÷p s + å p sl q sl
lÎL
÷
ø

(9h)

(10h)

, "l Î L .

Commercial banks

Denote the choices of a commercial bank bÎB, s b Î S b (h ) , where

(

)

*

*

s b = m b , d b , m b , m sb , b bj , q bj , c sb , v sb , p sb Î R + ´ R + ´ R + ´ R +S ´ R +J ´ R +J ´ R +S ´ R +S
the vector of all its market decisions.

*

+ J +2

*

´ R +S is

The variables represent the following quantities:
µ b º interbank market loans,
d b º interbank market lending (deposits),
m sb º credit extension at the various short-term credit markets,

m b º credit extension at the long-term credit market,
b bj º amount of money offered for the purchase of marketed assets,
q bj º sales of assets,
c sb º capital adjustment,
b
v sb( j ) , (v sb ,n s ,n~sb ) º percentage deliveries of promised assets, interest rate payments on deposits
and interbank loans
b
p s º final monetary holdings (profits) in every state.
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{

}

B b (h ) = s b Î S b (h ) : (1) - (7 ) below is the budget set, where D(i) represents the difference
between RHS and LHS of inequality (i).
For t=0,
(1b)

d b £ e0b

ö
æ b
mb
ç
m + m + åb £ çD 1 +
+ å u bh ÷÷
(1 + r ) hÎH ø
jÎ J
è

(2b)

(n 0 (1 + r0 )å d 0h ) z 0 + c 0b £ D(2 b ) + ( R0 å m 0h ) z 0 + å q j q bj

(3b)

- b

b
0

( )

b
j

hÎH

hÎ H

jÎ J

e 0b + å u bh + c 0b
hÎ H

k b0 £
b

b
(h , s ) R0 m 0b (1 + r0 ) + w0b0 (h , s )m (1 + r ) + å w0b j (h , s )( p s Asj )(
w00
jÎ J

b

b
j

qj

(4 b )
b
b
) + w00
* (h , s )(1 + r ) d

"s Î S ,

m sb + ( å n sb (1 + r )d h ) z £ D (3 b ) + ( å R s m h ) z + e sb = p 0b
hÎH

( )

D 5 +å
b

jÎ J

(5b)

hÎ H

æ b bj
R j ps A ç
çq j
è

(

j
s

)

ö ~ b
÷ + Rds d (1 + r ) z + ( å R s m sh )z s
÷
hÎ H
ø

(6b)

kbs £

esb + åubh + csb
hÎH

b
j

b
b
~
wssb (h, s )Rs msb (1+ rs ) + wsb0 (h, s )R s m (1+ r) + å wsjb (h, s )Rsj ( ps Asj )( ) + wsb0* Rds (1+ r )d b
qj
jÎJ

where, z s = m sb ( å d h + å m sb ), z = m b ( å d h + å m b ), z = d b (å d b + M G ) , and

( )

hÎH

bÎB

hÎH

p sb = D 6 b .
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bÎB

bÎB

(7b )

Appendix II
Proof of Theorem 1:

Let M*º MG+ å å* m sh + å å* e sb be the total quantity of money ever appearing in the
hÎH sÎS

bÎB sÎS

economy. For hÎH, bÎB and e>0 let
å eh =

{ (x , m

å eb =

{ (m

)

*

*

*

*

*

, m h , d h , d h , bh , qh , u h , v h ÎÂ+LS ´Â+ ´Â+S ´Â+S* ´Â+ ´Â+LS +J ´Â+LS +J ´Â+B ´Â+S +J +1 :
1
1
0 £ x h £ 2A1, em sh £ m sh £ , em 0h £ m sh £ ,0 £ d sh £ M * ,0 £ d h £ M * ,
e
e
1
1
1
em sh £ b slh (b hj ) £ , e £ q slh (q hj ) £ , em 0h £ u h £ , e £ v h £ 1 }
e
e
e
and
h

b

h

)

*

*

*

, d b , m b , m sb , b bj , q bj , c sb , v sb , p sb Î Â + ´ Â + ´ Â + ´ Â +S ´ Â +J ´ Â +J ´ Â s+ + j + 2 ´ Â +s :

1
1
1
1
1
ee 0b £ m b £ ,0 £ d b £ M * , ee 0b £ m b £ , ee sb £ m sb £ , ee 0b £ b bj £ , e £ q bj £ ,
e
e
e
e
e
e £ c sb £ M * , e £ v sb £ 1, ee sb £ p sb £ M *

}

which are both compact and convex.
Let the typical element of å eh (å eb ) be sh (sb) Î å eh (å eb ) . Define
B eh (h) = B h (h) Ç å eh and B eb (h) = B b (h) Ç å eh . Also let
s = (s1, …, sH, …, sB+H) Îåe = XhÎHÈB å eh . Define the map
Y e : åe ® N, where

{

*

*

*

}

N = h = (p, r, rs, r , q, R) Î ( Â +LS+ ´ Â + + ´ Â +s + ´ Â + + ´ Â +J + ´ Â +S +1+ J
and Y e is defined by equation (i)-(ix). In addition define (h, s) to be an e-MECBD if h = Y e(s)
and (x), (ie (a) s h Î Arg max P h (xh(sh)) and (b) s b Î Arg max P b (xb(sb))). Note also that all
s h ÎB eh ( h )

s b ÎB eb ( h )

elements of Y e (s)=h are continuous functions of s, since in each market some agents are
bidding (offering) strictly positive amounts and repayments are bounded away from 0 by the
inactive market hypothesis.
Furthermore, define

G:N ⇒

X å eh =åe , where

hÎH È B

Gh = s h Î Arg max P h (xh(sh)) and G = X G h .
s h ÎB eh ( h )

hÎH

Finally, let F = G o Y : åe ⇒åe. G is convex-valued since s®uh(xh(sh)) is concave. Recall,
sh®xh(sh) is linear, and that B eh (h) is convex. Since Y is a function, F= G o Y is also convex
valued. Moreover, if e is sufficiently small, G is non-empty, since m sh , e sb > 0 "h Î H , b Î B .
When e>0, psl, q, rs, r, R > 0, and since eh, eb ¹ 0, B eh (h) for hÎHÈB is a continuous
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correspondence. Hence, by the maximum theorem, G is compact-valued and upper
semicontinuous, and therefore so is F. Note that since we have restricted the domain of Y to åe
and since for each good and money, some hÎHÈB has a strictly positive endowment, the
restriction Y to strictly positive prices, and interest rates strictly greater than –1 is legitimate.
The same applies for R’s since an external agent always guarantees a minimum repayment e>0
by the inactive markets hypothesis. Finally, observe that the total amount of money is bounded
above. Commodity prices, psl £ (M*+e½L×S*½)/e £ 2M*/e " sl. Thus, psl Aj is bounded above
L × S * e 2 2M *
£ e units of money. Thus the total
and so the external agent never delivers more
2M * × e
amount of money is M*+(½L×S*½+½J½)e £ 2M*.
Step 1: An e-MECBD exists for any sufficiently small e>0.
Proof: The map F satisfies all the conditions of the Kakutani fixed point theorem, and therefore
admits a fixed point F(s) ' s which satisfies (i)-(xiii) for an e-MECBD.
For every small e>0, let (h(e), se) denote the corresponding e-MECBD.
Step 2: At any e-MECBD, rs(e), r (e), p(e) ³0 "sÎS*.
Proof: By Propositions III.1.1 and 2.
Step 3: At any e-MECBD $ I, Z<¥ ' rs(e), r (e), r(e)<I and m h (e), m sh (e), m b (e) £ Z, "sÎS*,
hÎH, bÎB.
Proof: Suppose that rs(e)®¥. Then $ hÎH such that m sh (e) ® ¥ and consequently
h
h
*
D sN
( s ) = (m s - M ) ® ¥ . Then, since l>>0,

Ñp slh
h
<<l D sN
( s ) . Thus, h could have been better
p sl (e)

off by reducing m sh (e) by D, a contradiction. Similarly, for r (e), r(e), m sh (e) , m b (e) .
Step 4: For any e-MECBD, $ c>0 ' psl (e) > c, "sÎS*, lÎL.
Proof: Suppose that psl (e)®0 for some sÎ S*, lÎ L. Then choose hÎ H. He could have
ö
æ Ñp slh
borrowed D more to buy D/ psl (e)®¥. His net gain in utility would be çç
- lhsl rs ÷÷ D>0 since
ø
è p sl
lhsl rs < ¥ and by (A3), ph (0, …, Q, …, 0) >uh(A1) with Q in the sl th place. Thus, psl ³

ÑP hsl / l hsl rs >c>0.

Step 5: For any e-MECBD $ G ' q hj (e) < G , "jÎJ, hÎHÈB.
Proof: Suppose that for some jÎJ, q hj (e)®¥ and A slj > 0 , for some lÎL. Then h can deliver at
most q hj A slj £ max å e slh = e , and therefore his disutility from default would be
1£ l £ L hÎH
sÎS*
*

( lhj p sl q hj A slj - M )/psgs

< u (A1). Otherwise, sh(e) are not optimal.
Similarly, suppose that Asj, m >0. Again h can deliver at most q hj AS , m £ e and then his disutility
h

from default would be ( q j AS ,m )/psgs £ u (A1). Otherwise, he would not have optimised.
Step 6: For all hÎHÈB, d sh , d h , b slh , b hj , u h £ 2M * , m b , m sb , c sb £ 2M * and ½R½<e.
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Proof: All variables are constrained by the total amount of money present in the economy and R
by assumption.
Step 7: For all hÎHÈB, s eh = arg max p h ( x h (s h )) , for sufficiently small e>0.
s eh ÎB h ( h ( e ))

Proof: From steps 2-6 and the budget constraints (3h), (8h) of I.1 and (1h) of I.2, the e-constraint
is not binding thus concavity of payoffs guarantees the optimality of sh (e).
MECBD (h, s) will be constructed by taking the limit of e-MECBD (h(e), s(e)), as e®0. This is
achieved by taking limits of sequences of e and subsequences of subsequences.
Step 8: If for some s l , p s l (e)®¥, then psl (e)®¥ "sÎS, lÎL. Also, if either qj(e)®¥, or

pol(e)®¥ then psl®¥, "lÎL, sÎS*.
Proof: Some h owns e shl >0. If psl(e) stays bounded on some subsequence, then by borrowing
very large m h or m 0h if s=0, h can use it to buy Q units of sl. Then since r (e), rs(e)<I, h can sell D
of s l acquire D p s l (e ) ® ¥ to defray his loan and improve his utility, a contradiction.
If qj(e)®¥ for some jÎJ and psl(e)<¥, let h borrow Dqj(e)/(1+r0(e)) and buy Dqj(e)/(1+r0(e))
psl(e) of sl and improve his utility. If p 0 l (e) ® ¥ , as previously argued then pol(e)®¥,"lÎL.
Then, by selling D of o l h can acquire D p0l (e)®¥. If any of psl(e) ↛ ¥, "sÎS then by
inventorying money he can improve upon his utility.
Step 9: $ K>0 ' psl(e)/psk(e) <k, " l, kÎL, sÎS.
Proof: Suppose the opposite. Then take h with e slh > 0 . Let him reduce D his sales of sl and lose
D( P h (A1) - P h (0)) at most. Then he could buy more sk buy borrowing Dpsl(e)/(1+rs(e)) and sell
D of sl. His net gain in utility would be
ìï
üï
p sl (e)
h
D (e) í
ÑP sk
( x h ) - (P (A1) - P (0)ý > 0
ïî (1 + rs (e) p sk (e)
ïþ

(

)

since psl(e)/psk(e)®¥ and by step 3, rs(e) < I.
Step 10: $ K ¢ >0 ' pol(e)/psl(e) < K ¢ , "sÎS*, lÎL.
Proof: If s=0 then step 9 obtains. Otherwise, set D (4h) of I.1 equal to Dpsl(e)/1+rs(e).
Step 11: q j (e) å p ol (e) ↛ ¥, "jÎJ.
lÎL

Proof: Suppose the contrary. Let h sell

D × q j (e)
D
of j and borrow
more.
(1 + r (e))
(1 + r (e))

D ×q j

more ol for some lÎL in s=0.
(1 + r (e )) p ol (e )
Then h can use the proceeds of the asset sale to defray the loan. His net gain of this action will be
qj
æ
A slj ö
÷>0
Dçç
÷
è (1 + r (e)p ol (1 + r (e) ø
Let him consume
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since

q j (e)

p 0 l (e)

® ¥.

åp

Step 12: If q j (e )

0l

j
(e ) ® 0 then A slj = 0 , "lÎL and å p 0l (e ) ®¥ , whenever A sm
>0,
lÎL

lÎ L

"sÎS.
Proof: Suppose A slj > 0 for some sÎS, lÎL.

Choose hÎH with e 0hl > 0 for some lÎL. Let h sell

D
more of ol and increase his loan by
(1 + r (e))

D × p 0l
æ
ö
D
çç
÷÷ p0l. Then he could purchase
of j. Then, by borrowing in s
(1 + r (e))(1 + r0 (e))q j (e)
è (1 + r (e)) ø
and defraying his loan by asset deliveries he can improve his payoff, a contradiction. The same
j
> 0 and å p 0l (e) ↛¥.
argument applies if A sm
lÎL

Step 13: There exists K ' psl(e)<K "sÎS*, lÎL.

Proof: Suppose the contrary and w.l.o.g. suppose that p s l ® ¥ for some s Î S * , l Î L.
Since psl(e) =

å b slh (e)

hÎH

å q slh (e)

£

hÎH

M*
, it must necessarily be q slh ® 0 for all sÎS*, lÎL by step 8.
h
e ®0
å q sl (e )

hÎH

At any e-MECBD, r (e ), rs (e ), r (e ) < d s , by step 3. Hence, at any e-MECBD, there are less than
ds-gains from trade. By continuity, there less than ds- gains to trade at (eh)hÎH. However,
G-from-T hypothesis guarantees that there are more than ds-gains from trade "sÎS, a
contradiction.
Step 14: h = lim h(e) and lim(h(e ), s(e)) = (h, s).
e®0

e®0

Proof: From the previous steps, h(e) is bounded in all components. The same applies for s(e).
Thus, a convergent susequence can be selected that obtains (h, s) in the limit. By continuity of
Ph(sh) and Pb(sb), (h, s) is a MECBD, and the artificial upper and lower bounds on choices are
irrelevant since they are not binding and payoff functions are concave in actions.
ÿ
Proof of Proposition 1:

Let MG® ¥ and consider bounded asset trades. Then by choosing subsequences and further
subsequences select a subsequence along which all relative s’s and h’s converge. By Propsition
III.4.1 and its Corollary III.4.2, the limit of the last subsequence coincides with a GEI, a
contradiction. Thus, ( å q hj + å q bj ) ® ¥. Thus, by feasibility, MG / ||qj || ® ¥ and
hÎ H

bÎ B

é w (h , s ) R m b (1 + r ) + w(h , s ) R m b (1 + r ) + å w (h , s ) R ( p A j )(b b / q )ù ® ¥, "sÎS*,
s
s
s
j
sj
sl
j
j ú
êë s
jÎ J
û
G
bÎB. Finally, by relative boundedness of h’s (Theorem 1, step 14 ), M / ||p0l|| ® ¥.
*

*

Also, $ Z ' ÑP bs (p sb ) > lbs for some b*ÎB, by Shubik and Tsomocos (1992). Similarly, for
some h*ÎH. Interiority of the maximum on p sb and x sh , "sÎS*, bÎB, hÎH guarantees bounded

aggregate profits and consumptions.
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Proof of Proposition 2:

From step 4 of Theorem 1, psl > c, "sÎS*, lÎL. Let
ìïì ÑP bs (p sb )
ü ì ÑP hs ( x sh )
üüï
b
*
*
h
Q = 1 + max íí
:
s
Î
S
,
b
Î
B
,
p
Î
à
,
:
s
Î
S
,
h
Î
H
,
x
<
A
ý
í
ýý. ,
s
s
b
b
h
h
ïîî ÑP s¢ (p s¢ )
þ î ÑP s ¢ ( x s ¢ )
þïþ
ì
ü
ï
ï
where à = íp sb Î Â s++1 : p sb £ 1 + max å e sb + max å m sh ý .
0 £ s £ S bÎB
0 £ s £ S hÎH
ïî
ïþ

If some h goes bankrupt then he can reduce his bid on a commodity l by e and use this amount to
defray his loan. His gain in utility will be elhsl whereas his loss will be at most
eÑP lh ( x lh ) eÑP lh ( x lh )Q
£
pl
c

Q
max {ÑP lh ( x lh , h Î H , l Î L, x lh Î à} then as long as l>l* no h will go bankrupt.
c
Conversely, if å m sh > å d sh and l<<l*, by continuity $ l ' D sh >0 for some h.

Thus, if l* =

hÎH

hÎH

b
Now since, q bj =0, "jÎJ, bÎB for l $ bÎB ' D sw
>0.

ÿ
Proof of Corollary 1 to Proposition 2:
b
Since ub = u and lbs = l , " bÎB, let UB =|B|ub = |B|u. Then, D sw
> 0 implies,
B
B
D sw
> 0, for some s Î S . Also, because loans exceed deposits " sÎS*, D sw
> 0 , " sÎS*.

ÿ
Proof of Corollary 2 to Proposition 2:

Take l = l b = l h > l* of the proof of proposition 2 and the result follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 2:

ÿ

See Tsomocos (2001).
ÿ
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Appendix III
III.1 Money demand, quantity theory of money and the term structure of interest rates
Quantity theory of money proposition: In a MECB, if r > 0 then the aggregate income at sÎ S,
namely the value of all commodities sales is equal to the total credit provided by commercial
banks plus asset payoff liquidity. At s=0, aggregate income equals the total central bank money
supply plus deposits in the interbank credit market minus expenditures in the asset and equity
markets, precautionary reserves and bank profits.

åå p

sl

hÎH lÎL

q slh = å m sb +
bÎB

å åv

h
j

p s q hj A j + D (4 h )

, "s Î S .

hÎH È B jÎ J

For s=0,

åå p

hÎ H lÎ L

0l

q 0hl = M G + å d b bÎ B

å

hÎ H È B

b hj - å å u bh - D(4 h ) - p 0b .
hÎ H bÎB

Proposition III.1.1: At any MECBD, r , rs , ³ 0

"s Î S * and r ³ r0 ³ 0 .

Proposition III.1.2: At any MECBD, r ³ rs , r

"s Î S * .

Term structure of interest rates proposition: At any MECBD, " sÎS,
é
ù
b
b
b
ê å m 0 r0 + m s r s + m r ú =
ë bÎ B
û

(

)

å (m

h
0

) n1

+ m sh (

hÎ H

h
s

)+

å (e
bÎ B

b
0

) n1

+ e sb (

b
s

)

(The analogous equation holds with weak inequality for s=0.)
Fisher effect proposition: Suppose that for some hÎH, b0hl and b slh > 0 , for l Î L and sÎS.
Suppose, further that h has some money left over the moment that the long loan comes due at
sÎS. Then, at a MECBD,
æ ¶u h (x ) ö
ç
÷
ç ¶x 0l ÷ æç p sl ö÷
(1 + r ) = ç h ÷ × ç ÷ .
¶u (x ) è p 0l ø
çç
÷÷
è ¶x sl ø

Taking the logarithm of both sides and interpreting loosely, this says that the nominal rate of
interest is equal to the real rate of interest plus the (expected) rate of inflation.
III.2 Asset pricing
Proposition II.2.1: Suppose that A j = l 1 A 1 - l 2 A 2 and l 1 , l 2 ³ 0 . If asset jÎJ is traded at a
MECBD then
æ 1 ö
÷÷ l 2 q 2 .
l 1q 1 - (1 + r0 )l 2 q 2 £ q j £ l 1q 1 - çç
è 1 + r0 ø
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III.3 Determinacy and non-neutrality of money and regulatory policy
Theorem III.3.1: Let

åm +åe
h
s

hÎ H

b

> 0 or lb < l b and M G > 0 . Then for ‘generic’(39)

bÎ B

economies E the set of MECBD is finite.
Proposition III.3.1: (No money illusion): A proportional increase of all

(m sh ) hÎH , sÎS * , (e sb ) bÎB , sÎS * and ( M G , m G , m G , b G ) whereas the regulators’ choices of k stay fixed
while l’s scaled down proportionally, does not affect the real variables of MECBD.
I define a MECBD to be indecomposable if for any sÎS* and any partition of goods into disjoint
sets L1 and L2 there is some agent hÎH who transacts in at least one commodity from each set in
state sÎS*.
Proposition III.3.2: Suppose that all uh, ub are differentiable and
m sh , e sb > 0 or lb < l b and l h < l h for all hÎH, bÎB and sÎS*. Suppose at an indecomposable
MECBD at every sÎS* all hÎH consume positive amounts of all goods lÎL and that some hÎH
carries over money from period 0 to 1. Then, any change by the government or the regulator
(except the one described by Proposition II.3.1) results into a different MECBD in which for
some hÎH consumption is different.(40)
III.4 Monetary equilibrium with commercial banks and default (MECB) vs. general
equilibrium with incomplete markets (GEI) and general equilibrium (GE)

Recall, ( p, p (c h , j h )hÎH ) is a GEI for the underlying economy
E= ((u h , e h )hÎH , A) iff:
(viii)

åc
åj
hÎ H

(ix)

h

h

=

åe

h

hÎ H

=0

hÎ H

(x)

ì
(c h , j h ) Î Bh ( p, p ) = í(c , j ) Î RS*´L : p(c0 - e0h ) + pj £ 0, and "s Î S
î

(xi)

( c , j ) Î B h ( p, p ) Þ u h ( c ) £ u h ( c h )

Proposition III.4.1: Suppose that

åm

hÎH

h
s

ü
ps (cs - esh ) £ åå psl Asljj j ý
jÎJ lÎL
þ

+ å e b = 0, "s Î S *, k = 0, and l = +¥
bÎB

j

Moreover, there exists an asset A = (1,...,1) . Then MECBD and GEI coincide.

(39)
(40)

The term ‘generic’ refers to a set of economies that is open, dense and of full measure.
For an extensive discussion see Buiter (1998, 1999).
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Corollary III.4.1: If the assumptions of Proposition III.4.1 hold but there does not exist a
riskless asset and the long-term credit market is closed, then MECBD and GEI coincide with
respect to prices, net asset trades and final consumption.
Corollary III.4.2: Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition III.4.1 hold except that
å m sh + å e b > 0 and that all assets are numeraire
hÎ H

bÎ B

( )

(ie $ l Î L ' Asjl

sÎS

^

{}

¹ 0, "j Î J , ( Aslj ) sÎS = 0, " l Î L \ l ) and that Aj’s are linearly

independent. Also, let the long-term credit market be closed. Then as M G ® ¥ , the MECB
attains the GEI prices, net asset trades and final consumption in the limit.(41) Finally, if I impose
the restriction that span[A]=S (ie complete markets) the Arrow theorem (1953) holds.

(41)

The reason that I require linear independence in numeraire asset matrix is to ensure that net asset trades remain
bounded and that the Hart (1975) counterexample does not occur. For more see, Geanakoplos and
Polemarchakis (1986).
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